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. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The research work described in this report represents the results of the first
year of a four-year project designed specifically to develop th optimum black
liquor delivery system for the current kraft recovery boiler. Black liquor
obtained from normal mill operation is being used in this development. Some '
experiments with model fluids are to be carried out to answer specific questions
resulting from the black liquor studies.

The primary objectives of the research program are:

°To develop laboratory equipment and methods for quantitatively studying
commercial black liquor' nozzle designs when spraying kraft liquors at
typical operating conditions;

°To quantify droplet size distribution, velocity, and mass distribution for
commercial nozzles spraying kraft liquors at typical boiler conditions;

°To develop techniques currently envisioned for improving the control of
black liquor spray droplet size distribution with commercial nozzles;

°To extend current liquor spraying technology by testing several fundamen-
tally different, but commercially viable, delivery systems.

Success with this program should yield benefits in increased thermal efficiency
and process productivity, as well as have potential for improvements in equip-
ment design and process control. Coupled with the fundamental combustion
research currently in progress at IPST, the potential value of these programs to
the industry is approximately $110MM/year for increased thermal efficiency and
$100MM/year for increased productivity.

Though research is incomplete, some information is available about the perfor-
mance of the three basic types of black liquor spray nozzles: the splashplate,
the swirl cone, and the U- or V-type. Data are presented on the flow and
pressure drop characteristics of two of these nozzle types which allows judgment
of the sensitivity of the flow to normal mill variations in liquor properties.
Data are also presented on several aspects of spray formation and droplet size
distribution. Considerations of nozzle stability with respect to flashing ahead
of the nozzle have shown that the minimum nozzle operating pressure will have to
be significantly increased to suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle when firing
high solids, viscous liquors.

Flow coefficient correlations for hot and cold black liquor and corn syrup (a
model comparison fluid) have been developed for two types of black liquor
nozzles: the B&Wsplashplate and the CE U- and V-type. The correlating para-
meter is Reynolds Number based upon the minilnum flow diameter. Corn syrup is
useful because its viscosity and densiby are similar to those for black liquor,
and it is easier to handle.

The formation of droplets from a black liquor stream requires the prior for-
mation of a fluid sheet by tile nozzle. The ultilnate droplet size can be
directly related to the initial sheet thickness and velocity. Sheet thickness,
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and _herefore liquor droplet size, has been found to increase with liquor visco-
sity (and hence black liquor solids) for the B&Wsplashplate nozzle. This
change in nozzle performance at high solids should be mild enough to allow
routine mill optimization of existing B&W nozzles without replacing them with a
new design when changing to high solids firing.

Droplet size distribution is important for efficient, stable, and safe operation
of recovery boilers. Data on droplet size distributions from a B&Wsplashplate
nozzle and a CE swirl cone nozzle have been obtained. Droplet size does vary
with operating conditions; however, it shows a weak dependence on liquor velo-
city and fluid physical properties. Furthermore, thesize distribution is
almost the same for all nozzles when the size data are normalized by dividing
the actual droplet size by the mass median diameter. Using this approach, there
appears to be very little impact of nozzle geometry, fluid properties, or
operating conditions. This suggests that any two nozzles and operating con-
ditions which produce the same mass median size also produce tile same size
distribution. When_Calculating normali_ed size distributions, use of a lower
cutoff limit of one-third the observed median yields the best results. For a
2mmmass median size which is typical of black liquor sprays the lower cutoff
limit would then be O.66mm. This is readily justified because of measurement
limitations below diameters of about O.5mm.

The Flash X-ray (FXR) shadowgraph technique originally proposed for this program
v_as shown to be inferior to use of a high-speed video approach. This is because
black liquor is a weak absorber" of radiation resulting in poor image contrast
for diameters under O.5mm, and it gives an image blur of about O.5mm, the end
result being poor sensitivity _for droplet diameters under one millimeter. The
resolution of the high speed video varies with the selected field-of-view, but
appears to be approximately O.Imm. In addition, the number of FXR images per
run was limited so that droplet history could not be recorded; such is not the
case with the video approach.

Major activities for the present year involve reinstallation of the spraying
equipment in an environmentally acceptable configuration at our new Atlanta
location followed by spraying studies for conventional splash plate nozzles
using simple fluids and non-flashing black liquors. A companion spraying study
at one or more mill sit, es to examine spraying characteristics of black liquor in
an operating recovery :_oiler will also be conducted. Comparison of results from
the laboratory and mill activities should produce some interesting insights into
black liquor spraying phenomena.

- 11 -
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1.0 INTRODUCTION .

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The research work detailed it, this report represents a very applied effort
designed specifically to identify the optimum black liquor delivery system
for the current kraft recovery boiler and to present it to the industry irl
a timely fashion. Only commercially viable (large capacity) delivery
systems are being considered. Since the primary focus of this program is
_ system to deliver black liquor, a large number of experiments are to be
conducted with actual (well characterized) liquors. Experiments with model
systems will be carried out to answer specific questions arising from the
liquor studies. The total program will answer the following very specific
questions:

a. Exactly how good or bad are the nozzles currently used for black liquor
spraying?

b. Do other commercially available (off the shelf) spraying systems exist
which perform better than liquor nozzles now in use?

c, Can vibratory assist or concepts from fluidics such as controlled vortex
shedding be employed to develop significantly improved spraying
systems?

d. Are there more radically different delivery systems not involving the
spraying of droplets which offer the opportunity for quantum improve-
ments in recovery boiler operations?

In order to answer these questions the research prograln has the following
main objectives"

a. To put in place a unique laboratory facility for the quantitative study
of commercially viable black liquor nozzles which are tested with black
liquors at typical operating conditions.

b. To quantify the perforinance (droplet size distribution, velocity, and
mass distribution) of commercially available nozzles when spraying
kraft black liquors at typical boiler conditions.

c. To test several potential techniques currently envisioned for improving
the control of black liquor spray droplet size distribution with com-
mercially viable nozzles.

d. To proceed beyond current spray technology to test several fundamen-
tally different but commercially viable delivery systems.

1.2 DELl VERABLES

This research effort will deliver the following"

• ao A test facility capable of quantitatively assessing the performance of
commercially viable spray systems while spraying kraft black liquors at
typical boiler feed conditions.

b. The best commercial spray delivery system available with current
technology.

c. An appraisal of the commercial viability of several fundamentally dif-
ferent black liquor delivery systems.

- L2 -



1.3 BENEFITS

To a large degree, the objective of this program can be viewed as deli-
vering the tools required to realize the benefits of several other research
activities in the black liquor area. Primary among these is the fundamen-
tal combustion research currently under way at IPST. This fundamental work
will determine the optimum black liquor droplet size and velocity distribu-
tion to maximize effective use of the furnace volume. Development of a
system to achieve this desired liquor distribution is the objective of the
present program. As such, potential benefits from this very applied study
are essentially the same as projected for the fundamentals of the com-
bustion program. These are reproduced verbatim from a previous report by
Clay et al. (7) in Table 1.1.

The increased thermal efficiency value for the industry is approximately
$ii0 million/year. The minimum process productivity value • for the industry
is estimated at $I00 million/year. Table 1.1 provides supporting detail.
These costs reflect savings increments above the best state-of-the.art
recovery boiler technology available. Increments from industry average
conditions to improved levels could approach 1.5 to 2.5 times the above
values.

Table 1.1. Benefits from Proposed Research.

Goals: I. Increased thermal efficiency
2. Z_creased process productivity
3. Improved equipment design potential
4. Improved process control potential

Targets :
I. Increased thermal efficiency

•Value

Element Improvement I05 Btu/adtp $/adtp

Increased Fired percent solids 70 to 75% 2.3 1.5
Reduced flue gas temperature 350 to 325°F 1.2 0.7.4
Reduced carbon in smelt 1.5 to 1.0% 0.86 0.54
Reduced sootblowing steam 3.0 to 2.5% 0.72 0.45

(Total) 5.1 3.2

2. Increased process productivity

Incremental production 1% inc. 2.25 $/adtp

INDUSTRY VALUE:
1. Increased thermal efficienty

5.1 X 105 Btu/adtp x 44 x 106 adtp/yr = 2.2 x 1013 Btu/yr
2.2 x 1013 Btu/yr x $5.0 x 10-D/Btu = $110,000,000/yr

2. Increased process productivity (1%)
0.01 x $225/adtp x 44 x 106 adtp/yr = $100,O00,O00/yr
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Thermal efficiency and process productivity goals are not independent. The
recovery boiler is often found to be the bottleneck in the entire pulping
process. Thermal efficiency is often sacrificed for high productivity.
Thermal efficiency and productivity increases may not be realized _imulta-
neously. On the other hand, the recovery boiler is the only pulp mill
operation which can often claim that improved unit productivity will result
in increased mill-wide productivity.

The in-place capital Investment in recovery boiler technology is so large
($i0,000,000,000) that radical changes, expansions, and replacements will
be rare for the foreseeable future. Barring a significant departure from
the kraft process in the near term, the industry will be firing black
liquor in "Tomlinson-like" boilers through the year 2000.

1.4 ORGANIZATION

Organization of the project initially came from Dr. _T. E. Farrington,
Assistant Professor in the Engineering Division of IPST, and Dr. D. T,
Clay, Associate Professor, and Dr. T. M. Grace, Professor, in the Chemical
Sciences Division _. With the move of IPST from Appleton to Atlanta, these
individuals elected not to relocate. To maintain project continuity, IPST
engaged consultant Dr. T. N. Adams on a part time basis to assume primary
technical responsibility. Subsequent to this, Dr. H. L. Empie was hired as
Group Leader for Recovery and accepted organizational responsibility for
the project. Mr. T. M. Spiel bauer, a PhD candidate at IPST, elected to do
his thesis research in the area of liquor droplet formation mechanisms, and
is expected to contribute significantly to the success of the project.

1.5 SCHEDULE

The work reported here represents Tasks I and 2 of a 5-task project
covering a total of 4 years. Successful completion should lead to a second
phase involving implementation at some mill location.

1.6 SUMMARYOF CURRENTNOZZLETECHNOLOGY

The performance of spray nozzles for kraft black liquor has been the sub-
ject of recent investigations (2, 3, 19). Though research is incomplete,
some information is available about the performance of the three basic
types of black liquor spray nozzles" the splashplate, the swirl cone, and
the U- or V-type. Data are presented on ?,he Flow and pressure drop charac-
teristics of two of these nozzle types which allows judgment of the sen-
sitivity of the Flow to normal mill variations in liquor properties. Data
are also presented on several aspects of spray formation and droplet size
distribution. Nozzle stability is discussed with respect to flashing ahead
of the nozzle, lt is found that the minimum nozzle operating pressure will
have to be significantly increased to suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle
when firing high solids, viscous liquors. Ref. (3) is attached as
Appendix I.
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2.0 DROPLETFORMATIONWITH PRESSURCNOZZLES

2.1 DROPLETFORMATIONFROMLIGAMENTS

Ali of the conventional commercial black liquor nozzles belong to the
category known as pressure atomizing nozzles. Pressure atomizing nozzles
form droplets by first forming sheets of liquid at the edge of a stationary
or rotating surface. The sheets break up into droplets due to surface ten-
sion and viscous forces within the liquid, and the action of shear forces
between the liquid sheet and the surrounding gas. This mechan_ismIs
referred to as wave disintegration, lt is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The oscillatory motion in wave disintegration is caused by aerodynamic for-
ces. This type of motion is called Helmholtz instability and is the same
phenomenon observed with a flag blowing in the wind. The sheet begins to
oscillate soon after it is formed. Surface waves in the liquid sheet are
reinforced by aerodynamic drag forces. The oscillations grow until the
sheet ruptures between the wave nodes and ribbons of fluid detach from the
sheet at the leading edge. The ribbons which detach are half a wavelength
in width. Tkey collapse into cylindrical ligaments, due to surface tension
forces, and the ligaments collapse into droplets.

The initiation of waves in liquid sheets is not entirely understood, but
seems to result from disturbances upstream of the nozzle, from pumps,
piping, or the nozzle itself. The key feature of these disturbances is
that they are random and disorganized. This will contribute to the breadth
of the ultimate droplet size distribution. Whatever the nature of the
disturbances, it is the action of the surrounding gas on the Sheet which
accentuates the result ing waves and eventually causes the sheet to break
up. Dombrowski and coworkers (8,9,10,14) have studied droplet formation by
the wave disintegration mechanism. Their model of this process provides a
quantitative relationship between liquid properties, droplet size, and
operating parameters.

The mathematical model of Dombrowski and coworkers is for a circular, sheet
forming nozzle. They treat the natural oscillation frequency of the sheet
which depends on the liquid velocity and the gas and liquid properties to
calculate a single characteristic droplet size. Their expression for this
droplet size is:

,.1,,°Dc_ =Dlit:=..n:,L-_-3.,-2] 1 + - _ _....
_Pl 0 I)iiliim,nl..I (Z-I)

where

Diili_,=0.96 i/6[B"°ll_ 1 + 2,6 IX " (2-2)

Lp,v:J p_o,J ]

The term Bn in Equation (2-2) is a constant for a pa_icular nozzle given by:

Bn = 4.87xi0-7 + 0.553 An (2-3)
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Liquid sheet

/
1 Wave formation ,---_ ,

Droplet formation

_ 0

0O
Lip of nozzle /.,.._ (_

Fragmentation and
ligament formation

Figure 2.1. Droplet formation by liquid sheet disintegration
based on Dombrowski and co-workers (8,9,10,14).
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where:

Ddrop : droplet diameter, m

Dipig@_enilqul= ligament ,diameter, m= d viscosity, Pa-s
_'= surface tension, N/m
Pl = liquid density, k_/m3
Pg = gas density, k_/m_
An nozzle area, m_
Bn : nozzle constant, m2
v = liquid velocity, m/s

A considerable simplification of the above equations is possible for typi-
cal black liquor nozzles The last term in the expression for Dligamen t
in Equation (2-2) which involves 2.6_is always much smaller than one for
all conditions of firing black liquor, so it can be ignored.

....

Table 2.1

Sensitivity of Predicted Drop Diameter to Fluid and Operating Parameters
....

Predicted

Parameter Droplet Diameter,mm Change
Low High Low High with Increase

Nozzle diameter, Dn,mm 12.5 50 2.5 6.1 +47%

Fluid velocity, v, m/s 7 23 4.69 2.60 -45%

Fluid viscosity, M, Pa-s 0.03 0.3 2.71 3.88 +43%

Fluid density, /:)1, kg/m3 1250 1450 3.16 3.05 - 4%

Fluid surface tension,_r, N/m 0.025 0.06 2.93 3.34 +14%

Gas density, Pg, kg/m3 0.25 1.0 3.10 3,08 - I%

Table 2.1 indicates that the expected sensitivity of droplet diameter to changes
in fluid properties is not very strong. The two o,erating parameters, nozzle
diameter and fluid velocity, are far more influential in droplet formation by the
mechanism of sheet break up. Below, these predicted results will be compared to
the limited data available on black liquor nozzles.
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2.2 BLACK LIQUOR NOZZLE DATA

Bennington and Kerekes [7] were the first to report on the size and size
distribution of droplets from black 'liquor nozzles. They used small, com-
mercially available grooved-core nozzles similar in operation to the CE-type
swirl cone nozzles used currently for firing black liquor. The nozzle ori-
fice size for their nezzles was only 0.7 mm in diameter, about one thirtieth
the size of a commercial nozzle. The droplet sizes froln these nozzles are
much smaller (about 0.3 mm) than t:hose from commercial black liquor nozzles
(about 3 mln). The sl)ray chamber used by Bennington and Ker'ekes was not
heated, so surface cooling of the spray' may have influenced the droplet for-
marion l_rocess.

Bennington and Kerekes obtained data on water and on 65% glycerol/water
solution at room temperature, and on black liquor at elevated temperature.
The black liquor had a dry solids content of 55% and was fired at a teln-
peratur'e of 120°C (248_F). The resulting viscosity was somewhat lower than
typical black liquor firing conditions at 0.015 Pa.s(15 cp). The viscosity
of the glycerol/water was also about 0.015 Pa.s. The nozzle pressure for
eacll was the same, 1.38 MPa (200 psi). This high pressure along with the
small nozzle size and the relatively' low viscosity led to the small droplet
size ol)tained in their tests.

Results of their tests showed that b,lack liquor appears toyield a much
L)roacler size distribution than water or glycerol'/water.

The al)f_arenl: dif:ferences in this data are somewhat misleading. The mass:
median tirol)let sizes for the three fluids under apparently similar con-
ditions dre quite different. The viscosity of glycerine and black liquor is
fiI:teen l:imes that of water, llowever, black liquor sprayed at 120°C into a
25°C envirorlirlent would lose water by evaporation and cool during droplet
formati_)n. Its viscosity would increase, and the resulting droplet size
would i_e larger. Given this, the observed differences in median droplet
size are rlot too sur'prising.

,,

l hu d_La show two iiilportant features of this type of droplet formation.
Whun plotted as _ function of the diameter divided by the mass-median
dia,t(._Ler, the data froln the three fluids are nearly identical. The very
l)r'uad size distribution for black liquor is solely a result of its lar.ge
i,e_lian diameter.. This grooved-core nozzle produces the same type of size
disLribution for dll thrue fluids.

IL is important Lo rlote that, if the operating conditions for the three
fluids were manipu-lat_d to produce the same mass-lnedian droplet size, then
I:he size distributions for each would l)e identical. The size distribution

about t_he iilean-is not a functiorl of the operating parameters or fluid pro-
perties, but of Lhc iIlecharlism for sheet break up. The basic characteristic
oi: til is [ilechanisiil is that it is random or disordered, and this results in a
hrodd size! distril)uLio11.

I_erlrlinuton and Kerekes correlated l:hc'ir ddl:d Orl wat:er" and glycerine sl)rays
wiLh a r'elativc, ly .simple f.'(tu,tLiorl. For gr'uoved-core nozzles Lhey usert
corrulal:ions ,.}f: t:he for'J,,

,'l j _ {/')

I)32 -. t.,l_rll,,ceWt:, (2-4)
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where:

D32 = Sauter mean diameter of the size distribution, m
K = an empirical constant
Dn = nozzle diameter, m
Re = Reynolds number
We =.Weber number
0,@ = correlating exponents

The drop_.et diameter D32 is the Sauter mean diameter. This is the fic-
titious spherical droplet which has the same surface-to-volume ratio as the
distribution as a whole. The subscripts stand for exponents on the diamet, er
in the integration to evaluate the surface area of the droplets. The Sauter
mean diameter is often used when surface transfer processes such as droplet
drying or combustion are_being considered.. The Sauter mean diameter and the
mass-median diameter are directly related; D32 is typically 80% of the mass-
median "diameter.

Bennington and Kerekes correlated their data for water and glycero,I/water
sprays based on the Sauter mean diameter. Their correlation is:

D32 = 1.6 DnWe-O'18 Re-,0"18 +__44% (2-5)

The substantial uncertainty indicated by the +44% scatter is unfortunately
characteristic of droplet spray data. Equatio-n (2-5) under-predicts the
droplet size data for black liquor sprays by a factor of two. Although the
operating conditions for glycerol/water and black liquor were the same, the
black liquor produced substantially larger droplets. The initial black
liquor viscosity was the same as the glycerol/water viscosity, but these
droplets are small enough, and the liquor hot enough, to cause drying and
cooling to occur during droplet formation with black liquor. Bennington and
Kerekes speculated that this might be the cause of the differences. Much
more data would be required to evaluate this. However, if it were true,
changes in the black liquor properties would have to be very substantial to
cause the observed differences in the droplet size. This would substantially
complicate black liquor' nozzle design because droplet size would then be Very
dependent on the thermal environment surrounding the spray of black liquor.

In another study reported by Farrington [11], practical black liquor nozzles
and other commercially available nozzles were evaluated. Included are a
CE-type swirl cone nozzle, a B&Wsplash-plate nozzle, and a commercial
hollow cone nozzle. As with Lhe previous data, Farrington's data have been
plotted as a function of the diameter divided by the mass-median diameter.
These curves, like those of Bennington and Kereke_, overlap substantial]y,
indicating that the size distribution for each nozzle is very similar. Had
the three nozzles been operated to produce the same i,ass-median drol)let
size, the size distributions would l)e very difficult to tell apart. All
three nozzles were operal;ed with the same fluid, so the differeI_ces in the
droplet size would l)e due Lo nozzle d_ameLer and fluid velocity. .Neither
was reported.

The size distributions from the two studies are very similar. This simi-
larity is initially surprising considering that three different fluids w(:re
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used, including black liquor, and that four different nozzles were used, one
o_ which was one-thirtieth the size of the others. This similarity allows
several important conclusions to be drawn about sheet-forming nozzles,
despite the very limiteddata that are available:

I. The mass-median size of the droplet size distribution will depend
specifically on the design and operation of the nozzle.

2. The mean droplet size will not be very sensitive to reasonable
variations in the measurable fluid properties.

3. With black liquor there is an, as yet, unknown interaction with the
nozzle or the environment which causes the mean size to be different
from that for fluids with apparently similar properties.

4. For a surprisingly wide range of designs and conditions the size
distribution from sheet-forming nozzles is very similar.

5. The size distributions from sheet-forming nozzles are always much
broader than would be desirable to control both entrainment and
wet liquor to the bed in black liquor recovery boilers.

2.3 EFFECTS OF DRYING

' A few aspects of black liquor drying _ill be presented here. First, a,n
important physical feature of black liquor is that its basic character
changes as it is evaporated to higher solids. At dry solids contents below
approximately 50%, water is the continuous phase with the inorganic and
organic dissolved or suspended in the water, llowever, at dry solids con-
tents above approximately 50%, and certainly at firing conditions above 62%
solids, the water is no longer the continuou _ phase [23]. The polymeric
solids form the continuous phase and the water is distributed within the
polymer phase. This leads to several important features of black liquor,
one of which is its characteristic of drying.

When strong black liquor droplets are exposed to a high temperature environ-
ment, heat transfer and drying begin almost immediately. Surface evapora-
tion occurs as well as vaporization of water within the droplet. When
internal vaporization occurs, the observed effect is rapid expansion,
bursting, and collapse of the droplet. This is a very dynamic process, but
no observation of whole droplet shattering has been made. Rather, the
effect is more like a balloon which expands due to internal gas pressure to
the limit of strength of the elastic material of the balloon. The balloon

, splits, gas is expelled, and the balloon material collapses back onto itself,
without loss of balloon material. This is the routine observation in black
liquor droplet drying, and is probably due to the fact that the polymeric dry
solids material in black liquor is the continuous phase under normal firing
conditions. Flashing of steam within the droplets just after leaving the
nozzle would be expected to show the same effects, very violent expansion,
bursting, and collapse without substantial loss of solid material. Flashing
would then not be expected to cause shattering of the droplets.

' The only data available on the effect of superheat on droplet size distribu-
tion is that of Bennington and Kerekes [7] as part of the study described
above. They first showed the effect of superheat on the Sauter mean droplet
size for water sprays. At temperatures below I00°C (212_'F) increasing water
temperature decreased the droplet size, as would l)e expected from Equation
(2-5). llowever, when the temperature exceeded the boiling point of water,
the droplet size increased by nearly 50%! The effect of temperat, urf:: ()n
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black liquor was different than for water, With black liquor, the mean
droplet size decreased smoothly as the liquor temperature was increased past
its boiling point, Though this is very little data to base a final judg-
ment of theeffects of flashing on black liquor, it is consistent with the
basic mechanism of black liquor droplet drying, Evaporation of water from
black liquor during ,droplet formation probably does play a key roll, but in
its effects on the viscosity and surface tension rather than in flashing.

Once liquor droplets are formed, they are subject to stresses associated
with aerodynamic shear as they move through the surrounding gas. An impor-
tant issue in dealing with droplet combustion is whether or not the droplets
break up into smaller droplets as a result of these stresses. Droplets
disintegrate by this mechanism depending on a balance between the forces due
to lift and drag, and the resistance to breakup due to surf,_ce tension and
viscosity.

3.0 FLOWAND PRESSUREDROPCHARACTERISTICS OF BLACK LIQUOR NOZZLES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Control of the black liquor droplet size for colnbustion optimization in
practical inill applications is the main thrust of these studies. Proper
selection of nozzle size and number is dependent on a knowledge of the flow
and pressure drop characteristics of these nozzles.

In the mill situation, black liquor' nozzles are connected through rigid gun
extensions and flexible hoses to ring headers which encircle the recovery
boiler. These ring headers are typically 15 cm (6 inches) in diameter while
the connections to the individual nozzles are 2.5 to 5 cm (I Lo 2 inches) in
diameter. Reasonable engineering calculations of flow and pressure drop
characteristics in these lines are possible, given a knowledge of the black
liquor viscosity. However, the geometry of tile various types of nozzles has
made calculation of the pressure drop across them less certain.

The purpose of tllis section is to present data on the flow and pressure drop
characteristics of black liquor nozzles. The discussion is broken into sec-
tions which: 1) describe the three most common types of black liquor nozzles
and show the range of their usual operation; 2) describe the spray facility
where the flow/_P data for the nozzles were taken; 3)present the available
data for four nozzles; and 4) discuss Lhc data in terms of the fluid mecha-
nics of nozzle flow.

3.2 IPST SPRAYFACILITY DESCRIPT]ON

The experimental facility used Lo obtain the data reported in this section
w_is constructed at The Institute of Paper Chemistry in Appleton, WI (now the
Institute of Paper Science and Technology in Atlanta, GA) in order to stu(l,y
the spray characteristics of black liquor nozzles (2). The flow loop con-
sists of a 1.9 m3 (500 gallon) storage Lank, fluid prel)aration and i)umping
systems, and a spray booth. The spray nozzle being tested is located at Lhc
top of the spray booth and sprays I,he working fluid down into a catch Lank
at tile bottom of the booth. The pressure, temperature, and flow of tile
fluid are measured imlrlediately ahead of the nozzle, lhe Fluid viscosity can
be measured either off-line in the laboracory uslng a l)enchLo I) viscomeLer
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from BrookfieldEngineeringLabs., Inc., Stoughton,MA, or continuouslyin a
by-pass line located ar,ead of the spray nozzle uslng a Brookfield on-line
viscometer. Viscosity data along with all other data around the flow loop
is continuously recorded using a digital data acquisition system.

Three fluids were used in takirlg the data presented below: two kraft black
liquors and a corn syrup, One of the liquors was obtained from an east
coast southern kraft mill. The other liquor was obtained from an upper mid-
western kraft mill, Corn syrup was selected as another working fluid for
these nozzle tests because it has a solids content and a viscosity similar
to black liquor at typical mill firing conditions. Corn syrup is also known
to be a Newtonian fluid over a wide range of shear rates. The Newtonian
viscosity measured by the Brookfield instruments was sufficient to charac-
terize black liquor and corn syrup viscosity at the relatively low shear
rates in these nozzles. The range of fluid properties and operating con-
ditions used in these tests i_ presented in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1

Fluid Propertiesand OperatingConditionsfor the IPST Nozzle Flow/APTests

Black Liquor Corn Syrup_
SI units Engr. units SI un_ts" _ngr. units

Specific gravity 1.35-1.39 1.35-1.39 1.38 1.38
Dry solids 66 - 69% 66 - 69% 73% 73%

Temperature 92 - I17°C 198 - 243°F 25 - 94°C 77 - 201°F
Pressure 21 - 502 kPa 3 - 73 psi 41 - 646 kPa 6 -94 psi

Flow 0.5 - 2.5 I/s 7.5 - 40 gpm 0.3 - 2.3 I/s 5 - 36 gpm
Viscosity 34 - 140 mPa-s 34- 140 cP 160- 1238 mPa-s 160- 1238 cP

No. of data points 37 37 108 108

In addition to the above data, three data points were used from work on a
B&W12-49 splashplate nozzle by the B&WAlliance Research Center (18).
These data were taken with a midwestern kraft black liquor at 53% solids
and 25°C (77°F).

3,3 BLACKLIQUORNOZZLEDESCRIPTION

Babcock & Wilcox Splashplate Nozzle

Splashplate-type nozzles are widely used for black liquor spraying. The
basic arrangement is a straight tapering nozzle section which causes the
black liquor flow to impinge on a flat plate at angles ranging from 35° to
55° . The flow flattens into a broad fluid sheet which subsequently breaks
into ligaments and droplets after leaving the plate. A schematic diagram
of a typical black liquor splashplate nozzle from the Babcock and Wilcox
Co. (B&W) is shown in Figure 3.1. Two of these nozzles were used in
taking the data presented in the following sections.
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B&W splashplate nozzle

Spl,ashp,,,late

Figure 3,1, Schematic diagram of a B&Wsplashplate
black liquor nozzle,
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One nozzle will be referred to as a B&W 12-49 while the other is a B&W 15-52, The first two

digits in this nozzle designation refer to the nozzle exit diameter measured in thirty-seconds of an

inch, The diameter for the first is 12/32 (0,375 inches or 0,95 cre)while the second is 15/32

(0,469 inches or 1,19 cm), The second two digits in this nozzle designation refer to the angle at

which the fluid exiting the nozzle orifice strikes the splashplate, 'l"he jet from the first nozzle

Impinges on the splashplate at a 49 o angle, Due to practical test considerations these nozzles were

selected from the small end of the spectrum of nozzle sizes used in commercial service,

For all the nozzle types the flow/AP characteristics will be presented in terms of flow coefficients

which are used in equations of the form:

2 (3.1)
AP = Of _ p V n

where:

AP = pressure drop across the nozzle, Pa '.

of = flow coefficient, unitless

p = fluid density, kg/m 3

Vn = fluid velocity at the minimum flow area, m/s

The ch,'u'acteristic flow velocity for the nozzle is evaluated at the minimum flow area, The minimum

flow area is easy to identify for the B&W splashplate nozzle because it is the exit area, but it is less

straightforward for some of the other nozzles.

The flow coefficient is related to the other commonly used parameter for characterizing the flow/AP

relationship for nozzles--the discharge coefficient, CD, The discharge coefficient is used in the

equation:

Q=CDA'%/2 AP (3-2)
P

where:

Q = volume flow rate, m3/s

A _-flow area, m 2

CD = discharge coefficient, unitless

so that:

1 (3-3)Ct=L-
C D
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A sharp-edged orifice has _ CD of approximately 0.6 while a flow nozzle has a CD near 1.0. This

results in a range for Cf from 1.0 to 2.8.

The flow coefficient is the sum of contributions from inertial acceleration and viscous losses. The

inertial acceleration term is the difference in velocity head between the entrance and the minimum

flow area. The inertial acceleration term will be unaffected by the specific condition at the no,_zle

entrance if the initial velocity head is much smaller than the velocity head at the minimum flow

area. The velocity head is givenby:

1
hv= _V 2 (3-4)

where:

hv = velocity head, m2/s 2

By continuity:

Ae Ve = A,, Vn (3-5)

where:

A,.,= flow area at the entrance, m2

Ve = velocity at the entrance, m/s

An = minimum flow area of the nozzle, m 2

so that for circular cross sectional areas:

hre ('Dn'_4
hvn -_Dee) (3-6) '

where:

De = diameter at the entrance, m

Dn = diameter at the minimum flow area, m

For the B&W splashplate nozzle the entrance diameter is approximately 1.8 times the nozzle
diameter so that:

_(6)4hvn = 0.095 ( 3- 7 )

The entrance velocity head is less than 10% of the nozzle exit velocity head, so the flow coefficient

will be insensitive to specific inlet conditions.
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The viscous term for fully developed pipe flow is expressed in the form:

I L C (3-8)
P = . pV 2

2 D Ren

with"
PVD (3-9)

Re = //

where:
V = local average velocity, m/s

C,n = constants
Re = Reynolds number
// = fluid viscosity, Pa-s

L/D = pipe length-to-diameter ratio

Characteristic dimensions and flows for the mill application of B&W
splashplate nozzles are presented in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2

Typical dimensions and flows for B&Wsplashplate nozzles

SI units .......... Endf. units

Nozzle exit diameter 1.9 to 3.2 cm 0.75 to 1.25 .in.

Operating pressure 124 to 330 kPa 18 to 48 psi

Nozzle exit velocity 13.7 to 24 m/s 45 to 80 ft/s

Black liquor viscosity 0.05 to 0.25 Pa-s 50 to 250 cP

Reynolds number 1400 to 21,000 1400 to 21,000

Using an upper limit for Reynolds number of 2000 for laminar flow, it can
be seen that the flow regime for the B&W splashplate nozzle spans the range
from laminar flow to turbulent flow.

Equation (3-8) is specifically for fully developed flow. Fully developed
flow only occurs when the pipe length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, is fairly
large. The usual range for fully developed turbulent flow is an L/D
greater than I0, while L/D must be greater than I00 for many laminar flow
situations. For the B&Wsplashplate nozzle the L/D is only approximately
4.3, and most of this length is tapering. Therefore, the fully developed
flow equation for viscous loss is not directly applicable to this nozzle,
or to the other black liquor nozzles. For this reason a prior calculation
of flow-pressure drop characteristics of black liquor nozzles would be
quite difficult.
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Combustion Engineering V-type ,and U.type Nozzles

V-type and U-type nozzles are widely used in spray applications. Combustion Engineering Inc.

offers both types for black liquor service, A schematic diagram for each type is shown in Figure 3,2

The nozzle consists of a cylindrical passage capped with a hemisphere. A V-shaped or U-shaped

notch is cut diagonally across the cap, producing an approximately elliptical nozzle opening. The

opening in the V-type nozzle has a narrower aspect ratio and sharper comer_ than the U-type. The

plan area of the U-type is closely approximated by a true ellipse, while the V-type is somewhat less

so. The area and equivalent circular diameter for each are given by:

7_

Au =_-bc (3-10)

Du=%/ b c (3-11) ,

Av =-0.9 _-b c (3-12)

Dv = 0.95 -f-b--E ( 3-13 )

where:

' Au = nozzle exit area for U-type nozzle, m2

Du = equivalent circular diameter for the U-type nozzle, m

Av = nozzle exit area for the V-type nozzle, m2

Dv = equivalent nozzle diameter for the V-type nozzle, m

b,c = major and minor axis dimensions for the U- and V-type nozzles, m

For the data described below, a CE U-type nozzle was used for which the major and minor axis

dimensions were 13.5 mm and 9.1 mm (0.53 inches and 0.36 inches). The equivalent circular

nozzle diameter is 11.1 mm (0.44 inches). As well, a CE V-type nozzle was used for which the

major and minor axis dimensions were 18.3 mm and 8.3 mm (0.72 inches and 0.33 inches), The

equivalent circular nozzle diameter is 11.7 mm (0.46 inches).
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CE V-type nozz e
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Figure 3.2, Schematic diagram of a CE V-type and a

CE U-type black liquor nozzle,
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For both the U-type and the V-type nozzle the entrance diameter is more than twice the nozzle exit

diameter, As with the splashplate nozzle, the flow/td:' characteristics will be insensitive to the initial

flow conditions at the nozzle entrance,

V-type and U-type nozzles have not been in black liquor service as long as the splashplate or the

other common nozzle, the swirl cone, However, values of dimensions and flows for current

practice with V-type and U-type nozzles should be similar to those for the swirl cone, Typical

values are presented in Table 3.3

TABLE 3.3

Typical dimensionsjnd flows for CE swirl cone, V-type_. and U-type nozzles

, Siunits En m', urlttS

Minimum nozzle diameter 1 to 1.9 cm 0.4 to 0,75 in,

Operating pressure 82 to 125 kPa 12 to 18 psi

Nozzle velocity 9 to 11 m/s 30 to 37 ft/s

Black liquor viscosity 0,03 to 0.15 Pa-s 30 to 150 cP

Reynolds number 810 to 9405 810 to 9405

Combustion Engineering Swirl Cone Nozzle

Swirling conical spray nozzles are also widely used in spray applications, Combustion Engineering

inc. has used a swirl cone nozzle for black liquor service extensively. Only in the past several

years have the V-type and U-type nozzles been offered as an alternative. Figure_.3 shows a

schematic diagram of a CE swirl cone nozzle, It consists of a pipe with a conical cap which

contains a circular exit orifice. Immediately behind the cap is a plate or block which contains two

spiral grooves that impart a swirl component to the flow. This combination results in a swirling

conical spray pattern from these nozzles.

The geometry for these nozzles results in a minimum flow area at the grooves in the swirl plate.

For a typical black liquor nozzle in mill service, the diameter of the exit orifice is 1 inch (2.5 cm)

while the equivalent circular flow area dimension for the grooves is on!y 0,75 inches (1,9 cre), The

groove area is the appropriate one to use in order to characterize the flow/AP behavior of these
nozzles,

As with the other black liquor nozzles, the entrance dimension is more than twice the minimum

flow dimension, so the inlet conditions will not affect the flow/AP characteristics of CE swirl cone

nozzles, The swirl cone nozzle contains a tapered section and its length-to-diameter ratio is similar

to the splashplate nozzle. "D_egeneral impact of viscous losses would be expected to be similar to

that of the splashplate nozzle, The typical dimensions and flow characteristics are the same as for

the V-type and U-type nozzles given in Table 3.3.
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CE swirl cone nozzle

i

Nozzle

Spiral groove ",,q

Swirl plate _

Figure 3.3, Schematic diagram of a CE swirl cone

black liquor nozzle.
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3.4 SPLASHPLATENOZZLEDATA

Data for the two B&Wsplashplate nozzles on pressure drop, flow rate,
viscosity, and nozzle geometry were used to calculate the maximumvelocity,
the nozzle Reynolds number, and the flow coefficient. Shown in Figure 3.4
is a plot of flow coefficient as a function of Reynolds number. The pat-
tern shown in Figure 3.4 is typical of many flow situations where Cf
decreases smoothly with increasing Reynolds number until a constant value
is reached. Flow coefficient correlations are usually for a single flow
element of uniform dimensions, This is not exactly analogous to the
situation of the more complex splashplate nozzle. The curve in Figure 3,4
would apply only to nozzles which are geometrically similar to the B&W
splashplate nozzle. Geometric similarity would count on similarity of
nozzle length-to-diameter ratio, and on similarity of the taper from the
entrance to the exit, The flow would also have to disengage from the
nozzle exit before striking the splashplate itself.

The data in Figure 3.4 have been correlated with a simple two-term equation
resulting in an overall flow coefficient which is equal to a constant term
plus a term which is a function of Reynolds number. The correlation is:

Cf = 1,17 + 373 (3-14)
ReT.92

The constant term in this expression, 1.17, represents the contribution due
to inertial acceleration. The second term involving the Reynolds number,
Re, represents the contribution of viscous loss.

A plot of the predicted_P based on Equations (3-I) and (3-14) versus the
actual measured_P for the splashplate nozzle is shown in Figure 3.5. The
fit of the data is seen to be quite good. The black liquor data is dif-
ferentiated from the corn syrup data in this figure, lt can be seen that
the data fit and the data scatter for the two fluids (actually four fluids
because three black liquors were used) are very similar. Not readily
apparent in this figure is that the three black liquors (two fired hot and
one fired cold) are also very similar to each other.

3.5 U-TYPE NOZZLEDATA

The pressure drop data for the CE U-type and V-type nozzles are plotted in
Figure 3.6 iri a manner similar to the splashplate nozzle data. lt can be
seen tilat there is very little difference in the flow coefficient between
the CE U-type and V-type nozzles. The same general pattern can be seen for
the flow coefficient as a function of Reynolds number in this figure as was
seen for the splashplate nozzle, but with one key difference -- the curve
is displaced to lower Reynolds numbers. This is not too surprising con-
sidering the geometric differences between the splashplate and the U-type
and V-type nozzles. The entry section of the U-type and V-type is very
large compared to the nozzle orifice so the velocity head is quite low.
Viscous losses in these nozzles would be appreciable only at low Reynolds
_unlbers.
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Figure 3.4. Flow coefficient data and correlation for two

B&W splashplate nozzles using two working

fluids--black liquor and corn syrup,
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Figure 3,5. Comparison of actual and predicted pressure

drop for two B&Wsplashplate nozzles using two working

fluids --black liquor and corn syrup.
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Figure 3,6, Flow coefficient data and correlation for a CE

U-type and a V-type nozzle using corn syrup as a working fluid.
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The data in Figure 3,6 have been correlated in a manner similar to that for
the splashplate nozzle. The best fit flow coefficient correlation is:

,2780 (3.-15)
Cf - I.16 + Rei.65

A plot of the predicted_P based on Equations (3-I) and (3-15) versus the
actual measured_P for the U-type and V-type nozzles is shown in Figure
3-7. Data for these nozzles were only taken with corn syrup, The com-
parison in Figure 3.7 is quite good.

3.6 DISCUSSION

The data and correlations presented for the two types of black liquor
nozzles reveal some important practical results for both thf' field applica-
tion of these nozzles and for the laboratory study of black liquor sprays.

Comparing the usual operating conditions for the B&Wsplashplate nozzle
given in Table 3.2 to the data in Figure 3.4 shows that black liquor visco-
sity is not an important parameter in this nozzle's flow characteristics,
The flow coefficient for this type nozzle at the lowest practical Reynolds
number of 1400 is only 1.65 and above this Re it quickly decreases to the
constant value of 1.17. The viscous loss term constitutes only 29% of the
overall flow coefficient at the most extreme practical operating point, lt
would be expected that thee flow coefficient is nearly a constant for the
broad range of routine mill operations. The flow characteristics would
therefore be nearly independent of black liquor viscosity, temperature, and
solids. This would contribute to the insensitivity of these nozzles to
normal fluctuations in mill operating conditions, and would make operating
pressure a good indicator of black liquor flow (though ring header pressure
would have to be corrected to nozzle pressure drop).

The same comments would be true for the CE U-type and V-type nozzle,
Though the operating Reynolds number range for these nozzles is generally
lower, the flow coefficient curve is also shifted lower. At the lowest
practical Reynolds number of 810 the viscous term contributes little to the
flow coefficient. Again in the broad range of practical mill operations,
the flow characteristics of the U-type and V-type nozzles would be insen-
sitive to black liquor viscosity, solids, and temperature.

Though data are not available for the CE swirl cone nozzle, the geometric
parameters Indicate that the flow characteristics of this nozzle should be
similar to those for the B&Wsplashplate nozzle shown in Figure 3.4.
Viscous losses will be more important for this nozzle than for tile other
nozzles, The general operating conditions for the swirl cone are given in
Table 3.3. Comparing the operating conditions to the likely flow charac-
teristics reveals significantly greater likelihood of sensitivity of this
nozzle Lo routine liquor property fluctuations and settings, Data will be
required to confirm this speculation.
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An additional practical result from these tests is black liquor's apparent
similarity to other fluids. Though black liquor viscosity can change dra-
matically with solids and temperature, as well as from liquor-to-liquor,
its flow characteristics at a given viscosity are apparently the same as
other fluids at the same viscosity and density, As weil, in comparing
black liquor under the highest shear rates for normal flow conditions to a
fluid which is known to be Newtonian, there is no apparent effect of black
liquor's known complex rheology at high shear rate (15). This is mainly
due to the relatively modest actual shear rates compared to those required
for black liquor to show non-Newtonian rheology. This supports the use of
simple fluids, such as corn syrup, for calibration and other purposes in
studies of black liquor sprays, Such use significantly eases experimental
procedure and extends the range of experimental conditions with a fluid
which is far easier to handle and characterize than black liquor.

3,7 CONCLUSIONSONFLOW/_PGIIARACTERISTICSOF BLACKLIQUORNOZZLES

Tests have been carried out on four black liquor spray nozzles using three
black liquors and one corn syrup. B&Wsplashplate nozzles and JE U-type
and V-type nozzles were investigated over a range of operating conditions
which spanned the range of routine pulp and paper mill operations. The
following conclusions can be drawn from these tests:

i. The flow andpressure drop characteristics of black liquor nozzles
follow a regular pattern with respect to a Reynolds number which is
based on the minimum flow area.

2. Flow coefficient data for these nozzles can be correlated with a simple
two.term fit. The first term represents inertial acceleration and the
second represents viscous loss.

3. For both types of nozzles tested, the viscou_ loss term is only mini-
mally important at the extreme lower end of the normal mill operating
conditions. Thus, for most normal operating conditions, only the
constant inertial a(:celeration term is inlportant to the flow
characteristics.

4. As a result of the constant inertial acceleration term, the B&W
splashplate and the CE U-type and V-type nozzles should be insensitive
to routine fluctuations in black liquor viscosity, solids, and
temperature.

5. Due to the particular geometry of the CE swirl cone nozzle, its flow
characteristics are likely to be much more sensitive to routine black
liquor fluctuations, but additional nozzle flow data is needed to con-
f i rm thi s.

6. Comparison between the three black liquors and the corn syrup reveals
that the low-shear Newtonian viscosity of black liquor characterizes
this fluid well for flow studies.
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for a CE U-type and V-type nozzle using corn syrup as a working fluid,
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4,0 FLUID SHEETTHICKNESSAND VELOCITYAT THE TIP OF A BLACK...L,.!QUORSPLASHPLAT.'j
Ni zz[E ........... ........
¢__ _ ........

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Ali current commercial black liquor nozzles are designed to produce a fluid
sheet which expands as it moves away from the nozzle, Expansion causes
thinning, while at the same time aerodynamic forces cause the sheet to
become wavy instead of smooth. As we discussed in Section 2,1, the coln-
bination of these two effects eventually causes the sheet to break into
ligaments, which subsequently break into droplets,

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

The velocity of the top surface of the fluid sheet was measured with an
optical instrument loaned to the 1_sfitute of Paper Chemistry by the Beloit

Corp., Beloit, WI The principle of operation of this device is described
in an article by Franzen (13), This instrument consists of two fiber optic
probes located a short distance apart in the direction of flow and a small
distance above the fluid sheet. The transit time of the fluid between these
two probes is determined by cross correlating the passage of random irregu-
larities in the sheet surface. Top surface velocity is calculated from the
ratio of the known probe separation distance divided by the measured transit
time. Alignlnent of the probe with the direction of flow is important. This
was accomplished by rotating the probe slightly at each angular position
until the maximumvelocity reading was obtained.

Two problems contribute to the lack of previous study of the relationship
between the fluid sheet and the initial fluid stream, First, the flow
geometry between the final nozzle passage and the point of formation of the
fluid sheet is complex enough to defy analytical description. Only recently
have numerical procedures been developed which could eventually predict the
fluid flow pattern of these nozzles. The second reason no literature is
available on the formation of fluid sheets in spray nozzles is the experi-
mental difficulty due to the small size of most nozzles. Nozzles are typi-
cally designed to produce droplet sizes in the range from 20 to 200_m,
Sheet thicknesses have similar dimensions and nozzle passages are typically
only ten times larger. This results in extreme experimental difficulty.

Black liquor nozzles have a significant advantage over most nozzles. They
are always designed for large flows 1.9-9.5 I/s (30-150 gpm), and for large
drop sizes of approximately 2 to 4 mm. This silnplifies measurement of both
sheet thickness and velocity and provides a unique opportunity to investi-
gate the iI_:pact of fluid properties and nozzle flow parameters on them.

This section will present data and a simple analysis of the fluid sheet
thickness and velocity for one type of black liquor nozzle, the Babcock and
Wilcox Co, splashplate nozzle. The experimental facility used to obtain
the data reported here was the same as reported in the previous section.

Two fluids were used in taking the data presented below: black liquor ancl
corn syrup. The liquor was obtained from an upper midwestern kraft mill.
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The two splashplate nozzles (described previously) were instrumented to
measure the sheet thickness at three angular locations along the rim of the
splashplate itself. The velocity of the top surface of the flIuid sheet was
measured at six angular locations just beyond the rim. A schematic diagram
of these locations is shown in Figure 4.1. A photograph of a fully instru-
mented splashpl, ate nozzle is shown in Figure 4.2.

Measurement of sheet thickness was accomplished with simple extension
micrometers. The calibrated micrometer handle located away from the spray
was connected by a flexible extension to a support plate located above the
splashplate surface. Sheet thickness measurements were taken by moving the
micrometer tip inward until it just touched the flowing fluid sheet sur-
face. The point at which the tip just came into contact with the surface
was very precisely indicated by a large visible disturbance in the fluid
top surfac_ flow pattern. The micrometer reading noted at the top surface
of the fluid was subtracted from the reading obtained by extending the
micrometer tip to the surface of the splashplate to obtain the fluid sheet
t,hickness.
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Figure 4,1, Schematic diagram of the sheet thickness and top

surface velocity measurement positions for the B&Wsplashplate nozzle,
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Figure 4.2, Photograph of the sheet thickness and top

surface velocity measurement apparatus,
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4.3 RANGEOF TEST CONDITIONS

The ranges of fluid property and operating parameters for these tests are
given in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4. i

Fluid Properties and Operating Parameters for the
IPST Sheet Thickness and Velocity Tests

Black Liquor Corn Syrup
Sl units En_r. units Sl units Endf. units

Nozzle diameter 9.5-12 mm 0.375-0.47 inch 9.5-12 mm 0.375-0.47 inch

Dry sol ids 66-69% 66-69% 73% 73%

Temperature 92-I04°C 198-219°F 49-68°C 120-154°F

Pressure 21-501 kPa 3-73 psi 41-488 kPa 6-71 psi

Flow 0.5-1.6 I/s 7.5-25 gpm 0.5-1.5 I/s 7.5-23 gpm

Nozzle Welocity 4.2-22 m/s 14-72 ft/s 4.2-18 m/s 14-59 ft/s

Viscosity 73-135mPa-s 73-135 cP 159-397 mPa-s 159-397 cP

Number of tests 24 24 45 45

The flow pattern for splashplate nozzles is by no means simple. First, the
circular flow from the nozzle exit strikes the splashplate at an angle bet-
ween 35° and 55° . Though most of the flow goes forward and spreads out on
the splashplate, there is a stagnation point at the center of the
splashplate approximately in line with the centerline axis of the nozzle

. passage. This means that some of the flow will be directed back on the
splashplate surface toward the nozzle exit. This backward flow causes two
flow irregularities. First, a portion of this flow will enter the groove
which surrounds the nozzle exit. lt will flow around the groove from both
directions, meet at the top, and be forced out along the flow direction on
the top free surface of the nozzle exit flow. As weil, the backward flow
which does not enter the groove will be forced out the sides of the nozzle
resulting in a very thick edge or rim on the fluid sheet. This is shown in
Figure 4.3 for one very low-pressure corn syrup flow. In this case the
rims are extraordinarily thick and the central flow from the groove is
completely separated from the main flow. This extreme case shows the
effect of the back flow, though under normal circumstances the rims are
somewhat less prominent and the groove flow enters the top of the main
nozzle flow causing a V-shaped disturbance in the fluid sheet.

This description emphasizes that fluid flow is quite complex for even this
relatively simple geometry. The data presented below cover the range of
lateral angles which is lease affected by these flow non-uniformities. As
such they represent only a partial picture of the whole sheet of spray.
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4.4 SHEETTHICKNESSAND VELOCITYDATA

Shown in Figure 4.4 is a plot of the sheet thickness as a function of angu-
lar position for corn syrup at two viscosities and one flow rate for the
B&W15-52 nozzle. Figure 4.5 shows the sheet top surface velocity data for
the same tests. These are typical of the data taken throughout this test
series both in terms of apparent scatter and the observed trends.

In order to present all the data on a readily comparable basis, it is con-
venient to non-dimensionalize t_e thickness and velocity data. A reduced
sheet thickness and reduced sheet velocity were defined as follows:

Y (4-I)
Yr = 'D

V (4-2)
Vr : V--n

where:

Yr = reduced sheet thickness, unitless
Y = sheet thickness, mm
D = nozzle exit diameter, mm
Vr = reduced top surface velocity, unitless
V = sheet top surface velocity, m/s
Vn = nozzle exit velocity, m/s
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Figure 4.3. Photograph of a low velocity corn syrup

spray showing center and edge non-uniformities.
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Figure 4.4. Sheet: thickness data for the B&W15-52 nozzle using corn

syrup as a working fluid at a nozzle velocity of 7.1 m/s (12.5 gpm).
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Nozzle velocity = 7.1 m/s.
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Figure 4.5. Sheet top surface velocity data for the B&W15-52 nozzle using

corn syrup as a working fluid at a nozzle flow of 0.i9 I/s (12.5 gpm).
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In addition it will be convenient to define a reduced viscosity as:

.....# ........ (4-3)
pr :-pD Vn

where:
t

Mpr reduced viscosity, unttless: density of the fluid, kg/m3

'This reduced viscosity can be recognized as the reciprocal of the nozzle
Reynolds number,

Using the reduced parameters, data for sheet thickness and top surface
velocity have been plotted as a function of angular position in Figures 4.6
and 4.7. In Figure 4.6, reduced sheet thickness generally decreases with
increasing angle from the sheet center]ine, though at higher viscosities
the data show an increase for' the highest angle. This figure also shows
that sheet thickness generally increases with fluid viscosity.

Figure 4.7 for reduced top sheet velocity as a function of angle shows that
reduced velocity also generally decreases with angle. Reduced velocity,
however, generally decreases with increased viscosity.

Though some trends emerge from these data, little use can be made of them
in their present form. Though complete analysis of the fluid flow is not
possible, a simple analysis leads to correlation techniques useful in
extracting more information from these data.

4.5 DEVELOPMENTOF CORRELATIONTECrlNIQUE

Though portions of the flow on the splashplate surface are affected by back
flow, the middle angles investigated in this study are relatively free of
these effects. In addition, though the fluid mechanics of oblique impinge-
ment of a round liquid jet on a flat plate is beyond current analysis pro-
cedures, it is likely that the parameter dependence of this Flow is similar
to that for normal impingement. A simple analysis of the flow with normal
impingement is possible.

For normal impingement of a circular Jet of an inviscid fluid on a flat sur-
face, the flow quickly spreads out uniformly in all directions. With an
inviscid fluid the flow only slows in the region of the stagnation point.
At a distance away from the stagnation point approximately equal to the jet
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diameter the flow velocity is substantially parallel to the plate surface
and equal to the initial Jet velocity. The thickness of the sheet is dic-
tated by continuity. The thickness tinles the circumference of the sheet
must equal the initial Jet area.

With viscous fluids this pattern changes. Continuity still dictates that
the thickness times the circumference times the average sheet velocity must
be a constant equal to the initial jet volumetric flow. However, viscous
drag at the plate surface slows the flow and produces a velocity profile.
Because the flow is slower, the thickness at each radial location is
greater than for the inviscid case. For the case where the measurement
radius is well away from the stagnation point, certain assumptions will
a'llow a simple analysis of both continuity and momentumto be made from a
knowledge of sheet thickness and top surface velocity. These assumptions
are that: I) the velocity profile is linear so that the average sheet
velocity is equal to one-half the top surface velocity, and so that tlle
shear rate is Just the ratio of top surface velocity to the sheet
thickness, and 2) all the viscous losses occur after the point where the
sheet velocity is substantially parallel to the plate surface.

Based upon the two above assumptions the continuity equation can be
expressed as:

2rtR Y V :_ D?_Vn (4-4)

where:

R = radius along the plate from the stagnation point, rnm

Equation (4) can be rewritten in the form:

According to Equation (4-5) the reduced velocity should plot as a straight
line as a function of the reciprocal of tile reduced thickness. The
distance to the measurement point is fixed by the thickness measuring
apparatus, so "R" in Equation (4-5) is the same for both nozzles. Equation
(4-5) then indicates that the slope of the plot of Vr versus I/Y I, should be
lower for the 12-49 nozzle than for the 15-52 nozzle.
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The reduced velocity for each test, averaged over the measurement angles,
'Is plotted in Figures 4,8 and 4,9 as a function of reciprocal reduced
thickness, also averaged over angle, Ali the data for both nozzles plot as
reasonably straight lines. Considering that the data are averaged over an
angular range, and that not all data are available at all angles, the con-
tinuity equation is reasonably satisfied, As weil, comparison of the two
figures shows the slope of the i2-49 plot is indeed less than that for the
15-52 plot by approximately the ratio of the diameters of the two nozzles,

The n_inentum equation in this analysis Is nmre complex than the continuity
equation, Using a linear velocity profile at each radial location, the
shear stress at the plate surface for a circular differential element 'Is:

1:wdA =2_RN-_dR (4-6)

where:

_w : shear stress at the wall, Pa

cia : differential area, mm2

dR ffidifferential radius, mm

The momentumflow through any cross-section is:

r'\

M :2 r_R Y p V2 l-_) (4-7)

The final term on the RHSof Equation (4-7) results from the Integration of
the linear velocity profile across the face of the flow cross-section.

The n_mentum equation becomes:

0 2_ p_-_+2_RF tV= _ (4-8)

Using the continuity equation, this can be rewritten:

aV 192]__ R2V2 (4-9)
0 =_---_+ p D4 V--_I1
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Using a boundaryconditionthat the top ,surfacevelocityequals the nozzle
velocity at the locationwhere viscouslosses start:

V : Vn at R : RO (4-10)

The momentumequation inteqrates to:

The last bracketed term on the RHSof Equation (4-ii) is a constant for
each nozzle. The reciprocal reduced velocity should be a linear function
of the reduced viscosity. The LHS of Equation (4-11) is plotted as a func-
tion of the reduced viscosity in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 for the two nozzles.
Considering the averaging of the data over angle, the plots are reasonably
good straight lines.

For convenience, Equation (4-11) can be rewritten in three alternative forms

I : r CI + C2 (4-12)
Vr

Yr = r C3 + C4 (4.13)

Vr(i-Vr) = r C5 + C6 (4-14)

where:

CI...C 6 = are constants for each nozzle

The values of the constants in Equations (4-12)-(4-1.4) determined by least-
mean-square (LMS) fits of the data are given in Table 4.2.

TABLE4.2

Values for the LMSfit constants for Eguations (4-12)-(4-14)

Nozzle CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

B&W12-49 632.4 0.8738 31.85 0.08308 37.85 0.001057

B&N 15-52 375.5 0.9344 23.85 0.1080 30.16 0.001447
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Because of the limited data and the simplifying assumptions, these
equations and derived constants must be viewed simply as convenient corre-
lating equations for the data, They will be used below to compare the pre-
sent data to previous data on the spray characteristics of one of these
nozzles, and to estimate the sensitivity of spray drop size to viscosity.

4.6 DISCUSSION

Previous data on fluid sheet thickness and velocity are not available for
comparison, but data are available for one of the nozzles used in these
tests on droplet size and droplet velocity (4,18). Previous analytical
work (8,9,10,14) has shown a direct relationship between fluid sheet
thickness and ultimate droplet size so that trends in one should be
reflected in the other.

Reported data (4,18) for the impact of nozzle velocity on both droplet size
and velocity are available for the B&W12-49 nozzle. The data were taken
with black liquor as a working fluid. The black liquor was fired at
approximately 53% solids and 25°C(77°F) resulting in a viscosity of 150
mPa-s (150 cP). Data were collected on droplet size distribution and
velocity with a Malvern Drop Size Analyzer at a location approximately 1,22m
(4 ft) from the nozzle. Data were collected at three locations: along
the centerline of the spray, at the edge of the spray, and at a location
half way between these two. The mass median d_'oplet diameter is shown as a
function of the nozzle velocity in Figure 14 for all three locations along
with a curve for sheet thickness based on EquaLion (16). The generally
decreasing trend in the data with increased velocity is matched nicely by
the sheet thickness correlation. As weil, the sheet thickness is approxi-
mately 60% of the ultimate mass median drop diameter, consistent with ana-
lytical development (1,8,9,10,14).

Data frown the same study by Babcock & Wilcox (4,18) also deals with the velo-
city of the droplets at a distance of approximately four feet from the
nozzle. The liquid sheet leaves the nozzle with an average velocity
approximately half the top surface velocity. The resulting free fluid
sheet, ligainents, and ultimately droplets are acted on by aerodynamic drag.
The speed of the droplets at a distance of four feet would be expected to
be somewhat less than the average sheet velocity. Plotted in Figure 15
are the B&Wdata for droplet velocity as a function of nozzle velocity
along with the velocity based on Equation (15). Again, the comparison of
trend is quite good.

Though neither of these comparisons is definitive concerning the operation
of even this one nozzle, the levels and trends are consistent. The insight
derived from the data and correlations can be used to examine one other
aspect of nozzle performance which is of immediate practical importance.
Black liquor in pulp and paper mill operation is being fired at higher dry
solids levels than in the past for reasons of energy efficiency, higher
recovery boiler capacity, and greater safety. This trend seems likely to
continue with industry average as-fired liquor solids increasing from the
current level of between 65 and 70%to a level between 75 and 80%.
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lligher flring temperatures can be used to offset the dramatic increase in
viscosity that results with higher liquor solids. However, the maximum
temperature is limited by flashing ahead of the nozzle, so higher as-fired
liquor viscosity can be anticipated at the higher solids levels. Equation
(16) gives some insight into the impact of black liquor viscosity on the
fluid sheet thickness and therefore into ultimate droplet size. Plotted in
Figure 16 is the fluid sheet thickness as a function of viscosity for one

nozzle (the B&W12-49)and for one flow rate (49(I'I I/s or 17 gpm)
corresponding to a nozzle velocity of 15 m/s ft/sl The viscosityrange covered is frown 25 to I000 mPa-s (25 to I000 cP which spans the
range of current and anticipated as-fired black liquor viscosity. Not
surprisingly, the sheet thickness increases with viscosity. The Increase
in droplet size would be expected to be similar. However, the sheet
thickness increases by less than a factor of two and a half for a ten-fold
increase in viscosity. This relatively low sensitivity of sheet thickness
is consistent with theory - (8-I0) and means that at least this one type of
nozzle should allow relatively easy transition to higher black liquor dry
solids in normal pulp and paper mill operation.

4.7 CONCLUSIONSONFLUID SHEETCHARACTERISTICSFORA BLACKLIQUORNOZZLE

The fluid sheet thickness and top surface velocity have been measured for
one type of black liquor spray nozzle using two working fluids - black
liquor, and corn syrup. Several conclusions can be drawn froln both the
experimental data and the correlations developed from simple theory.

I. Due to their large physical size, black liquor nozzles provide a unique
opportunity to investigate the fluid sheet formation process.

2. Due to back flow from the stagnation point on the splashplate surface,
the fluid flow pattern for B&Wsplashplate nozzles is complicated along
the centerline of flow and at the edge of the spray.

3. Data on fluid sheet thickness and top surface velocity taken at angular
positions between these two extremes result in fairly regular and con-
sistent flow data.

4. Plots of fluid sheet thickness and top surface velocity show a
generally decreasing trend with increasing angle away from the cen-
ratline of the spray. They also show an increase in sheet thickness
and a decrease in top surface velocity with increasing fluid viscosity.

5. Application of the continuity and momentumequation to a simpler flow
geometry under two very specific assumptions leads to equations for
sheet thickness and top surface velocity which correlate the data very
weil.

6. Comparison of the correlations of the data presented here with previous
data on droplet size and velocity for a B&W12-49 nozzle show good
correspondence.

7. Application of one of the correlations to the practical mill problem of
increasing as-fired liquor solids results in a plot of sheet thickness
as a function of viscosity. Consistent with theory, the sheet
thickness (and therefore likely the droplet size) is not very sensitive
to fluid viscosity, changing by a factor of less than two and a half
for a ten-fold increase in viscosity. This relatively low sensitivity
means that at least one nozzle, the splashplate, should allow relati-
vely easy transition to higher black liquor dry solids in normal mill
operation.
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, B&W 12-49 nozzle at 15 m/s
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Figure 4.14. Calculated sheet thickness as a function of fluid

viscosity for a B&W12-49 nozzle operating at 15 m/s (17 gpm).
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5,0 DROPLET SIZE; DISTRII!UTIONOF_BLAC__K.LIC_UOR,,,SPRAYS_

5,1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the importanceof droplet size and size distributionto optimum
recoveryboiler performanceand safety,only one previousstudy has dealt
with the characterizationof black liquor sprays from conventionalnozzles
[6]. One Furtherstudy (20) has investigatedblack liquordropletformation
from jets using vibratoryassist to producenarrow size distributions

This sectionpresentsdata from recentstudiesof black _,iquordroplet for-
marion from conventionalsplashplateand swirl cone recoveryboiler
nozzles. These studieswere carriedout at two differentlaboratoryfaci,.
lities,the AllianceResearch Center of the Babcock & Wilcox Co. and IPST.
Both studiesused kraft black liquor as the test fluid and used nozzles
which are commerciallyavailablefrom the two North American recovery
boiler vendors,though they were the smallest nozzlesavallab'lefor this
purpose.

5.2 FACILITYDESCRIPTIONSAND TEST CONDITIONS

B&W AllianceResearchCenter
,.,.,,_,_

The tests were conducted'Inthe AtomizationFacility. This facilityhas
two 1,2 m x 2,5 m (4 ft x 8 ft) glass windows along the oppositesides of a
spray booth. These windows provideopticalaccess for'the laser-based
droplet sizing instrurnentatlon.A splashplatenozzle is installednear the
upstreamend of the windows, about 15 cm (6 inches)above the bottom edge
of tilewindows. The plane of the nozzle splashplateIs nearlyvertical,
with the Flow axis of'the spray directedhorizontally. The resultingflat
vertical liquidsheet and spray occupy most of the view throughthe
windows.

Droplet size "is measured at a distance of approximately 1.2 m (4 ft)
downstream of the splashplate and at three vertical locations, The initial
liquid sheet breaks into droplets l)ef'ore reaching this distance of 1.2 m,
The three vertical locations correspond to the spray centerline, the edge
of the spray, and a position intermediate between these two.

The black liquor droplet size distributions were measured with a Malvern
ST2600 Droplet and Particle Size Analyzer. This analyzer Is particularly
good at measuring the lower end of the size spectrum, This is shown in t,he
data from a calibration test using drilled holes In brass shim stock.
Table 5.1 shows the comparison of actual to measured values,

Heavy black liquor was obtained From a kraF't mill at 63% solids, l'his
liquor was diluted to 53% solids so that Its room temperature viscosity was
approximately 0,15 Pa-s (150 cP) siuilulating the viscosity oF hot, as-fired
black liquor at typical operating conditions. The viscosity oF the liquor
was measured under several conditions both l)ef'ore and after bile spray
tests, For these bests the liquor was iIlalntained l_el;ween 24°C and 27"C
(76°F' and 81°F:')_
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Table 5.I. Malvern S1'2600 Analyzer Calibration.
._ ....... _ ±'ZZLLIII ..... Z._L " _ _ i Z "i "_1 " 1 ........... I J IIII 7 7: " 71 IIIII 11 Z ..... "' . : "

Hole Size, Measured Size, Difference
llllTl lllm %

7.94 6.43 -19

2,58 2.69 +4,3

1.51 1.57 +4.0

0.89 0,858 -3.6

$ :.... i __1: : [ _ _. iiiii)lj -- -- -- :T ---_ Jll,l,l,l ii _::'T -- : _ : 7 II

Two nozzleswere used duringthe B&W AllianceResearchCenter study. Both
were splashplatenozzlesof standardB&W design. They had the same nozzle
orifice size of 0.95 cm (3/8-inch),but had differentsplashplateangles.
One was 49o and the other 35e, These nozzleswere operatedat three flow
rates between0.75 L/s to 1.14 L/s (12 to 18 GPM). A total of thirty five
runs were carriedout. Black liquor dropletsize distributiondata for
three of the runs are shown in Figure 5.1. Complete specificationof the
test conditionsand the size distributionresultsare presentedin Table
5.2.

1O0

. 80 Square.root.normal _ V "

40:m Data points
0 20 /" ,/" _ for ttlree

.... oonO,,on,
,1 1 10

Diameter, mm

I:lgur(:_ 5.1. Comparison of black liquor drol)let size distrit)ution
data for three test conditions with Scluare-root-rlorlllal Fit of"

bile clclta for I]&W.splasill)lat:e nozzles
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Fig, 5,2, Shadowgraph'Imagefor a black llquor
sFJray using the IPST flash X-ray Imaging System,

Heavy black liquor was obtained from a kraft mill, The chemical makeup of
the liquor was obtained and 1,',lleviscosity determined for a variety of con-
ditions which spanned the normal operating range for the mill, The oxida-
tion state of the sulfur was nlonitored during the test program in order to
observe changes In the nature of the liquor when it was sprayed and
recycled back to the storage tank, No clear trend could be observed from
these data, The range of conditions selected for these spray tests covered
the usual range of solids and temperature for many kraft mills, 66-72% dry
solids and I04°C to 127°C (220°F to 260°F'), This corresponded to a visco.
sity range of 29 cP to 66 cP, Three nozzles were used in these tests, One
nozzle was identical to the 0,95 cm (3/(I inch) 49o B&Wsplashplate nozzle
used In the tests at the B&WAlliance Research Center, A second B&W
splashplate nozzle was used which had a nozzle orif']ce 1.27 cm (0,5 'Inch)
in diameter and a splashplate angle of 49°, The third nozzle was a CE
swirl cone nozzle, This nozzle had an exit orifice of 1,27 cm (0,5 'Inch)
but', contained a standard Internal swirl block consisting of two spiral
grooves which impart the swirl to the black liquor flow just ahead of the
exit orifice, l'he total open flow area of these two grooves is equivalent
to the area of a 0,95 cm (3/8 'Inch) diameter hole, This 'Is tile miniHlum
f1ow area for the nozzle and therefore the location of the maximumfluid
velocity, This equivalent diameter will i)e used as the characteristIc
dimension for the nozzle,

For the I_&Wnozzles data were taken along the centerline of the spray. For
tile CE nozzle a mechanical catcher was used to divert a portion of the
spray cone out of the field of view of the x-ray sysi',em, As a result the
x-ray only passed through the sl)ray she(:_t once, as with the Flat I_&W
splashplate sl)rays,
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Table 5,2. Data from B&WAlliance Research Center
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The IP5I' Lest'.s were conflucLed 'In Lhc Flash X-ray Spray Facillgy, In this

f:actllLy black liquor Is sDray_(i downward lnt',o a catch Lank A HewlegL-Packard 43131A 15fl kV flas, x-ray source Is aimed horizontaily through the
sl_ray toward _i sl_e_t of Kodak I)EF x-ray film, The black liquor droplets
ahsorl) more of: t,he x-rays than the surr()un(lIng air and t',herefore leave a
shadow on t,he uxpose(l film. The use of flash x-ray to image a variety of
flows h_s I:_(_,rl(llsc_l._.;se(l I)y F'arrin!]t, on [6], A tyl_ical x-ray shadowgr_ph
f(]r' Ltle spray from a I]&W Sl_lashl_lal:e nozzle 'Is shown 'irl FlgLlre 2, l'he
fla_]h x-r_l.y syst',,:::,nIs ]oc,:lt',(:l!('lal]proxinlat',ely C),c) m (3 ft) below t.he nozzle
for I_&Wn(_zzles and al)l)ro×imat, ely (.),6 m (2 fL) for CI! nozzles, It'. Is
al_parerlt: from I:i(j_re 5,2. t:haL t,he ll(luld sher!t, and l lqament',s of black
ll(l_l()r ' have:, riot. complel'.(:.,ly hr(_k(-.,nIrlt'.o (Irol_leLs all t:hl s Iocat',ion,
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The ima es
igma of the sl)rayson the shadowgraphswere analyzedwith a Trapix55/512 ge analyzer, Between 2000 and 4000 drops were examined for each

condition, Droplets smaller than 0,5 mmwere not included irl the automatic
analysisof theseshadowgraphs,so there is an artificiallowerlimitat
0.5 ,,rlwhich is apparentin the threesizedistributiondata sets,)resented
in Figure5.3. The potentialeffectof this lowerlimitwillbe discussed
below. A completeset of operatingspecificationsand resultsfor the
eight test conditionsis presentedin Table5.3.
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Figure 5.3, Comparison of black liquor droplet size distribution data
for three test conditions with square-root-norllla] ftr of the data

for CE swirl cone nozzles,

FABLE 5.3 Datafromthe Instituteof PaperScience& Technology
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5.3 CORRELATION OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA

Characterizing the data curves in terms of only a few parameters can be
very useful in determining the effects of nozzle geometry and operating
conditions on droplet Size distribution. Several distribution curves have
been suggested including log-normal, square root-normal, and Rosin-Rammler.
For pressure atomizers and two-fluid atomizers the square root-normal
distribution has been the most successful (17). This distribution has the
form:

f(b) , -_--I exp [- (DI/2-(MMD)i/2)2-}_42

where:

f(D) = distribution function
D = droplet diameter

MMD = mass median diameter
s = standard deviation

The square root-normal distribution fits the data for the black liquor
nozzles used in both sets of tests as is demonstrated in Figures 5.1 and
5.3. The applicability of the square root-normal distribution to the data
allows each of the size distribution curves to be represented by just two
parameters, the mass median diameter, MMD, and the standard deviation, s.
These values are included for each test run in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, along
with another parameter formed from them, the normalized standard deviation.
For the square root normal distribution, the normalized standard deviation
is defined as:

S
$' = ,z_

This latter parameter is a better measure of the breadth of the size
distribution because it removes the effect of the median size.

For the spray data from the B&WAlliance Research Center the black liquor
properties such as percent solids, temperature, and viscosity were not
varied, so it is easy to determine the effects of the other variables"
splashplate angle, spray location, and flow velocity, The effects of these
variables on the mass median diameter and the normalized standard deviation
are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5,5.
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As can be seen in Figure 17, there is relatively little scatter between
duplicate runs, the 35° splashplate produces a larger mass median spray
size for given conditions compared to the 49 ° splashplate, and the spray
becomes finer as flow is increased. Though some of the curves in Figure 4
appear to be nearly linear, there is enough curvature in the others to make
any specific conclusion difficult.

Quite a different picture emerges from Figure 18. Only relatively small
deviation from an overall average value is seen for the normalized standard
deviation and no clear trend is apparent. From this it can be inferred
that the size distribution about the median does not change appreciably
under conditions which do change the MMDby nearly a factor of two. This
point will be discussed further below.

5.4 DISCUSSION

The extensively developed literature on droplet formation and spray
nozzles indicates there are many variables which affect the ultimate size
distribution. These variables include nozzle geometry, nozzle size, liquid
flow rate, fluid properties, and measurement location. The data from the
present two studies and from a previous study of black liquor sprays [6]
are too limited to clearly establish the impact of any one of these parame-
ters on black liquor sprays in recovery furnaces. However, the present
results are consistent with several aspects of previous observations of
spray performance. The most important result from the present work is that
practical advantage can be taken of the dependence of spray size on flow
velocity. The results presented in Figure 18 show that the normalized size
distribution for the spray is not strongly affected by flow velocity. This
means that the fraction of droplets below a given size can be reduced by
increasing the mass median size. This is demonstrated in the three curves
of Figure 5.1. The mass of droplets smaller than I mm decreases substan-
tially for the conditions which produce larger values of mass median
diameter. Though there is still considerable uncertainty about the size of
droplets which produce carryover and boiler pluggage [i], it is clear that
reduced entrainment can reduce carryover. Avoiding the production of
undersized droplets by avoiding small values of MMDis one approach to
doing this.

Bennington [5] summarized the results of many previous spray charac-
terizations which show the mass median droplet diameter decreases approxi-
mately with the square root of the flow velocity. Bennington's work with
small swirl cone nozzles and black liquor also showed a decrease with flow
velocity raised to the 0.54 power. The data of the current study are too
limited for a good correlation. However, the data of Figure 17 show the
trend that higher flow velocity produces smaller values of MMD. Using
larger nozzles for a given black liquor flow rate would reduce the flow
velocity and increase the MMD. Considering the limited extent of these
data and the need to avoid char bed blackout, caution would have to be used
in testing oversized liquor nozzles on an operating recove,'y boiler. Spray
size distribution data are usually badly scattered and specific conclusions
about correlations may be statistically correct but may not accurately
describe a specific nozzle or condition.



The basic feature of sprays which allows control of undersized droplets is
the insensitivity of the normalized size distribution to system and oper,
ating parameters. The data of Figure 5.5 show the variation for various
test conditions. From Table 5.2 the average value for all the conditions
is 0.286. The maximum value is 15% greater than this and the minimum
Value is 19% less.

The values in Table 5.2 are for one nozzle type (B&Wsplashpiate), one
black liquor, and one measurement technique. Bennington used water, gly-
cerol, and black liquor with very small swirl cone nozzles and obtained
droplet size distributions with average normalized standard deviation of
about 0.30. The maximumwas 20% greater and the minimum 19% smaller.

Simmons [17] reported very extensive data on small pressure atomized noz-
zles using a range of fuel oils. These data covered more than two thousand
tests of one hundred nozzles using fuels which spanned the range of viscos-
itles from 0.001 to 0.02 Pa-s (I to 20 cp). Two data acquisition techniques
were employed, frozen wax-droplet and optical recording with subsequent
image analysis. The average value for the normalized standard deviation of
all the tests was G.24 with a maximum17% greater and minimum 20% smaller.

Finally, the eight tests with hot black liquor at IPST listed in Table 5.3
show a normalized standard deviation for all three nozzles and all test

conditions of 0.234 with a maximum22% greater and minimum 20% smaller.
This value of normalized standard deviation is smaller than that calculated
for the Alliance data (0.286) and that of Bennington (0.3). This may be
caused by the artificial minimum droplet size of 0.5 mm. Omitting the
smaller droplets tends to increase the MMDwhile reducing the standard
deviation, thereby decreasing the value of the normalized standard deviation.

In each of the four studies there is no obvious correlation of the nor-
malized standard deviation with any of the operating parameters. The data
of Figure 5.5 appear to be typical. The numerical value of normalized
standard deviation is slightly different for each of the studies, but the
statistical scatter in its value is very similar. At this point it is not
possible to conclude whether system and analysis technique or actual nozzle
and fluid parameters affect its value. Regardless of the cause of the dif-
ferences, the data support the use of oversized nozzles for carryover
control in recovery boilers.

What is most surprising from the data of Table 5.3 is the similarity of the
droplet size distribution from the splashplate and swirl cone nozzles.
This is supported by the comparison of the Alliance Research Center and the
Bennington data as well as by the direct comparisons within the IPST data.
Note that this similarity holds despite significant differences in liquor
operating conditions for some of the data. The similarity of the MMDbet-
ween similarly sized nozzles at similar flow velocities is also surprising,
but Lhis may be an artifact of the IPST data. The IPST data were taken at
a spray location closer to the nozzle than for the other studies.
Incomplete droplet formation is evident in Figure 5,2. This, along with
the artificial lower limit of 0.5 mm in the analysis of these data, would
tend to move the droplet size distribution toward larger drop sizes. This
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is evident in comparing data on the 49 ° B&Wsplashplate nozzle taken at the
Alliance Research Center and IPST. Considerably more data will be required
before conclusions can be drawn about the performance of these two nozzles.

An important additional observation from these tests which is not reflected
in the data concerns spray stability. The reported data are for conditions
which produced good droplet formation, In both test programs very poor
droplet formation occurred at conditions not too far removed from those
reported. The potentially hazardous condition of black liquor roping
reported by mill operators will depend on fuel and operating parameters.
Maps of nozzle operating stability would be extremely useful results accom-
panying further tests of black liquor spray size distribution.

5.5 CONCLUSIONSFROMSIZE DISTRIBUTIONDATA

Two recent test programs have added considerably to the data base of black
liquor. Conclusions which can be drawn from this work are:

I. A square root-normal size distribution function provides very good
correlations of black liquor spray size distributions. This is con-
sistent with previous spray studies of black liquor and other fluids
and allows characterization of size distribution with only two parame-
ters, the mass median drop diameter and the norfnalized standard
deviation.

2. Available spray data indicate that the normalized size distribution
doesn't change, or' changes very little, as a function of nozzle
geometry, flow conditions, and fluid properties.

3. Both the available black liquor data on droplet size distribution and
tile insensitivity of normalized standard deviation lead to a practical
approach to control of undersized droplets, Oversized nozzles give
lower flow velocities for a given black liquor flow. This results in a
larger mass median droplet diameter and a lower fraction of undersized
droplets. Cautious use of this approach is needed to avoid unstable
nozzle operating conditions which cause poor droplet formation
conditions.

4, There is still insufficient data on black liquor spray nozzles to draw
conclusions about the impact of nozzle geometry and fluid properties.

5. More data are needed on conditions Which produce stable nozzle opera-
tion and good droplet formation before droplet correlations can be used
confidently in mill operations.
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6.0 DROPLETSIZE DISTRIBUTIONFUNCTIONS

6.1 INIRODUCTION

The purpose of spraying is to break a coherent stream of fluid into many
individual fluid elements. This increases the surface area of the fluid
available for enhanced heat and mass transfer between the fluid and the
surrounding gaseous media. Spray drying of foods and fuel atomization for
combustion are two examples. The individual fluid elements are, of course,
droplets, with an accompanying implication of spherical geometry. This is
often, but not always, correct. For single phase liquids the ultimate
fluid element shape is approximately spherical. For materials or mixtures
which change phase while equilibrating with the surroundings, other shapes
may be formed. For almost all commercial sprays the fluid passes through a
transition stage where the shape is approximately cylindrical. This is the
stage of ligament formation and breakup. The ligaments and the subsequent
droplets usually have a wide range of sizes.

Accurate portrayal of the spray process requires description of both the
shape and the size distribution of the fluid elements of the spray. This
description changes as the spray passes through various breakup stages, and
may not have an ultimate or final stage, For example, the combustion of
black liquor involves the breakup of a liquor stream first into ligaments,
then into "droplets", and finally into gaseous combustion products. For
the large droplet sizes characteristic of black liquor sprays the overlap
of the droplet formation and droplet combustion stages is considerably less
than for other fuel atomization situations. Comparison of different black
liquor spraying conditions can probably be accurately portrayed on the
basis of the size distribution of the approximately spherical droplets of
liquor just prior to combustion.

6.2 NORMALDISTRIBUTION

The range of droplet sizes in most commercial sprays is very broad, more
than two orders of magnitude between the diameter of the smallest and that
of the largest. Indeed, likemany processes found in nature, there is no
"smallest" or "largest" drop size of the spray. This is inherent in the
normal or Gaussian distribution used to describe many naturally occurring
phenomena.

Droplet sizes away from the mid-range simply occur less frequently.
Practical measurement techniques span only a finite range of sizes, so they
inherently lose some information about the spray size distribution in the
wings of the di stribution.

Mathematical description of droplet sizes in a spray are most often pre-
sented in the form of distribution functions. Many of these distribution
functions have the basic form of the normal or Gaussian distribution"

f(X) = I_____Isv/_._' exp[(X -IT)212S2 (6-I)
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where:

f(X) = fraction Which lie between X and X + dX
X = distributed variable
S. = standard deviation of the distribution
X = median value of the distribution

This is the familiar bell-shaped normal distribution when the fraction in a
small increlnent, dX, is plotted as a function of the distributed variable,
X. For spray characterization there is a more useful form which Is the
"cumulative fraction less than". This can be expressed:

x

C(X) :/_i exp -[(X-_)2"12S2 J dX (6-2)

where:

C(X) = Cumulative fraction of material with a distributed variable
smaller than X.

A more useful form of this expression can be obtained by changing the
variable from X to a variable which is the "number of standard deviations,

_ : (6-3)

F_k= X-X
S

The expreasion for C then becomes:

C(_) exp dn (6-4)

This is the familiar normal curve expressed in standard deviations away
from the median, lt is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that there is 68,2%
within + I standard deviation of the median and 98.8% between + 2.5 stan-
dard deviations.

6.3 SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK LIQUOR SPRAYS

The above expressions were presented using a distributed variable, X,
instead of droplet diameter, D, because for most sprays the droplet
diameter is not distributed in the manner of a normal curve. This is
illustrated in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 for some black liquor spray size distri-
butions. The data in Figure 6.2 are spray distributions for a B&W
splashplate nozzle taken by the B&WAlliance Research Labs., while those in
Figure 6.3 are for both CE swirl cone nozzles and B&W splashplate nozzles
taken by IPST. Both sets of data are plotted as the Cumulative Per Cent
Less Than a Given Diameter versus Droplet Diameter. All the data show an
"S-shaped" curve, but the top portion of the curve is much longer than the



bottom portion. If the droplet diameter were normally distributed, then
the curves in Figures 6.2 & 6.3 should look like that in Figure 6,1; i,e,
the tail should be as long as the head.

From a comparison of Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 it can be concluded that
droplet diameter for black liquor sprays is not normally distributed about
the median droplet size. This is a commonresult for most spray situations
and for many other physical processes such as pulverization. Other size
distributions are developed to describe the Cumulative - Percent - Less -
Than as a function of Droplet or Particle Diameter. These distributions
often rely on the form of the normal distribution but use a function of the
diameter as the distributed variable. One widely used distribution is the
l og-Norlnal distribution. For this distribution it is assumed that the
_ogarithm of the diameter is normally distributed. This is often very good
for fuel and mineral pulverization, for example. For spray situations a
Square Root-Normal distribution has been more successful.

6.4 DISTRIBUTIONFUNCTIONFORBLACKLIQUORSPRAYS

Distributions other than the normal distribution are, for the most part,
simply handy empirical expressions to describe complex distribution data.
Judgment of the utility of a given distribution function to describe spray
or particle size distribution is based on comparison of certain plots of
the data. The most commonapplication of this is a log-normal plot. The
data are plotted on a grid with one axis being a logarithm scale while the
other is a normal scale. The normal scale is linear in the number-of-
standard-deviations away from the median, n. lt is usually shown as
Cumulative - Percent - Less - Than with the scale based on the normal curve
of Figure 6.1. On such a grid a true log-normal distribution would plot as
a straight line.

Spray droplet size distribution data have been found to fit a Square
Root-Normal curve better than Log-Normal. To provide a visual comparison
for judging the plotting method, a set of curves has been presented in
Figure 6.4. These four curves show how an assumed Square Root-Normal
distribution would look when plotted on grids which are: square root-
normal, linear-normal, quarter root-normal, and log-normal. Of course the
assumed Square Root-Normal distribution plots as a straight line on a
Square Root-Normal grid. On the other grids it is decidedly curved.

One complicating factor with these plots is that the actual distribution
may not follow the assumed distribution over the entire range of diameters.
This is often due to an upper or lower cutoff either in the droplet size
distribution or in the measuring technique. For example, in a real spray
situation aerodynamic forces may break up the largest droplets, thus
limiting the maximumdroplet size. Another example would be the lower
limit of detectibility of the measuring instrument which could limit the
smallest droplet size measured. Upper and lower cutoffs modify the plots
of the data in particular ways, The effect of a lower cutoff on the square
root-normal distribution is shown in Figure 23. As the lower cutoff limit
is approached, the straight line curves downward. An upper _utoff would
cause the straight line to curve upward as the upper cutoff limit was
approached.
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Plots for one of the B&W black liquor sprays are shown in Figure6.6 using
the same grids as in Figure 6.4: Square Root-Normal,Linear-Normal,Quarter
Root-Normal,and Log-Normal. A straightline is shown in the square root-
normal plot. The B&W data are most linear in this plot, but it does curve
downward at the low end Just as for the curve in Figure 6,5 for a lower
cutoff limit. The other three curves in Figure 6.6 are all curved at both
upper and lower ends. At the lower end they curve downward in the manner of
a lower cutoff limit. The curvatureat the upper end of each curve is
similarto that in the equivalentgrid of Figure 6.4. Taken together these
curvesindicate that the dropletdistributionfor the B&W data is best
representedby a square root.normaldistributionwith a lower cut off.

Shown in Figure6.7 are data for four of the B&W sprays plottedon Square
Root-Normalgrids. Similarplot_ for the IPST spray data are shown in
Figures 6.8 - 6.10 for both B&W ',l._lashplatenozzlesand CE nozzles.
Scatter in these data is evident,but all of them show nearly linear pro-
files at the upper end and downwardcurvatureat the lower end. This indi-
cates that a square root-normaldistributionwith a lower cut off limit will
providethe best representationof black liquor spray size distributions.

6.5 ESTIMATINGTHE MEDIAN DIAMETER

Each spray measurementsystem will have limitationson the range of droplet
sizes which can be accuratelymeasured. Figure 6.5 showed the effect of a
lower cutoff limit on the square root-normalplot of the data. Though the
data from both B&W and IPST show only a lower cutoff,there is potential
for an upper cutoff, lt is importantto be able to estimatethe impact of
these measurementerrors on the estimationof the true median diameter.

Figure 6.11 shows the impact of a lower cutoff limit on both the shape and
the observedmedian diameterFor four ratios of lower cutoff limit-to-
median diameter,LCO/MD -O, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9. When LCO/MD is small, less
than about 0.3, most of the plot is still a straightline and the observed
median diameteris very close to the true value. For larger values of
LCO/MD the curve becomesprogressivelymore curved and larger errors are
incurredin the observedmedian diameter. Figure 6.12 shows the error in
the measurementof median diameter as a functionof the ratio of the lower
cutoff limit to the observedmedian diameter. Seriouserrors are avoided
as long as the lower cutoff is less than about one-thirdof the observed
median diameter.

An upper cutoff limit would have a similareffect on both the curvatureand
the error in the observed median diameter. Figure 6.13 shows the error in
the measurementof th_ Jnediandiameteras a functionof the ratio of the
upper cutoff limit to the observedmedian diameter. Seriouserror is
avoided in the measurementof median diameter as long as the upper cutoff
limit is more than twice the observedmedian diameter.

These resultsindicatethat plots of spray size distributiondata on square
root-normalgrids can be used to judge the qualityof the measured data.
The plots should be linearthroughthe middle region,the apparentlower cut-
off limit should be no more than one-thirdof the observedmedian,and the
apparentupper cutoff limit should be at least twice the observedmedian.
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Figure 6,4. Plot of a square-root normal size distribution

using four assumed scales -- square-root, linear, quarter-root, and logarithm.
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7.0 ,FLASHLX-RAYTECHNIQUEFOR BLACK LIQUOR SPRAYS

7.1 INTRODUCTION ,,

An imaging technique based on the use of short bursts of x-rays has been
developed at the Institute to visualize fluid flows. The technique was
originally developed to capture information about ballistic or explosive
events. Short bursts of x-rays on the order of i00 nanoseconds or less
were used to obtain stop-action images. This technique allowed images to
be taken within optically opaque test Specimens.

The applicability of the flash x-ray technique (FXR) to situations relevant
to the pulp and paper industry was recognized by Ted Farting _ ,.
Farrington and co-workers modified and developed this techni ,u for coating
and forming flows as well as sprays (11,12).

Several advantages have been recognized for FXR in flow visualization --
imaging flows within opaque coating flows, stop-actions of impulse drying
events, stop-action of droplet formation. Under proper circumstances,
excellent resolution on the order of lOOmmis possible. However, the
constraints on system arrangement for good resolution and image contrast
are relatively rigid, The limitations of the FXR technique for ilnaging
industrial scale black liquor sprays is presented below.

7.2 l__mageBlur or Penumbra

The Flash X-ray technique is similar to ordinary medical x-ray both in
terms of general arrangement and dose. The significant difference comes in
the very short duration of the x-ray burst with FXR. X-rays are generated
at a source, travel in straigh;t lines away from the source, are partially
absorbed by various media, and expose film sheets specifically manufactured
for sensitivity to x-rays. The ilnage on the film is a shadow of the
objects located between the source and the film. The image density and
image contrast depend on the absorptivity of objects for x-ray radiation.

The image sharpness or resolution of a film exposed by FXRdepends on the
specific geometry of the source, object, and film as well as on the x-ray
source size. Because FXR is a shadoW technique, the geometry is very
straightforward. Shown in Figure 7.1 is the general geometric layout of
the source, object, and film. The exalnple situation depicted in this
figure is for a black liquor drop being imaged with the Hewlett-Packard
150kV Flash X-ray Source. Not shown are the film holder and screens which
are used to protect the film and enhance the image.

All x-ray sources l_ave a finite size. The H-P 150kV source is approxima-
tely 3mmin diameter. Just aLSwith ordinary visible shadows, the specific
geometry of source, object, and film can affect the magnification of the
shadow. On top of this is the blur or penumbra due to the finite source
size. The three x-ray lines show that a partial shadow will surround the
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image that would be formed with an infinitesimallysmall source (that asso-
ciated with the middle of three x-ray lines). The magnitudeof the blur
depends on the size of source,the source-to-filmdistance,and the object-
to-film distance. The simple equationfor blur is:

i

OTFD X S
Blur : STFD-OTFD_ (7-i)

where:
S : source size, mm

OTFD= object-to-film distance, cm
STFD = source-to-film distance, cm

For example, with a 3mms(,urce, an OTFDof 15cm (6 inches), and a STFDof
150cre {60 inches) the blur is O.33mm. This would significantly complicate
image analysis of droplets smaller than O.Smm.

Minimizing blur for a particular application primarily involves correct
positioning of the source and film with respect to the object being
studied. The next sections deal with constraints on OTFDand STFD for
industrial scale black liquor sprays.

7.3 BLACKLIQUORSPRAYTHICKNESS

Investigation of black liquor sprays and spray nozzles [16,18] has confirmed
that the basic mechanism of droplet formation is identical to that for other
pressure-atomized nozzles. The mechanism of spray formation is depicted in
Figure 7.2. Typically, the spray nozzle transforms the fluid approach flow
into a flat or conical sheet. The fluid sheet leaves the top of the nozzle
and soon begins to oscillate. The expanding fluid sheet thins out as it
moves away from the nozzle. The oscillation breaks the thinning sheet into
fluid ligaments which subsequently break down into droplets.

The important feature of sheet break up for the present discussion of x-ray
image quality is the sheet oscillation. These oscillations give the
droplets a range of trajectories. Ali the dropl.=ts generally move away
from the nozzle, but their flight paths lie in a range of angles on either
side of the illitial sheet flight path° This causes the spray volume to
thicken with distance away from tile nozzle.

The spray facility at IPST incorporated a spray booth with an integral
collection tank. The width of the collection tank was 1.2 m (4 feet). A
spray nozzle was attached to a mounting apparatus located approximately 2.1
m (7 feet) above the collection tank. Sprays were directed downward to the
collection tank with the wide spray fan oriented parallel to the long
dimensionof the spray tank, which was approximately3,1 m (I0feet). With
this arrangementthe width of the spray in the directionperpendicularto
the sheet fan could be determinedby observingthe width of the splash pat-
tern on the surfaceof the liquor pond in the collectiontank.
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Many spray nozzles have been collected and tried in the spray booth,
However, a nlaJority of the spray testing has been carried out on two B&W
splashplate nozzles -- a 12-49 and a 15-52, These nozzles are at the very
smallest end of the spectrum of black liquor nozzles used in commercial
service. With either of these nozzles the spray/sheet thickness near the
nozzle is quite small, generally less than I cm (0.4 inches), However,

when the spray hits the collection tank pond, the splash pattern is nearlythe full width of the tank, about 1.2 m (4 feet), Between these two loca
tions the thickness varies in the approximate shape of a wedge.

The important point of these observations is that the width of the spray, and
therefore the object-to-film distance, is relatively large, Over most of the
region of ligament break up and droplet formation the spray is more than 0.3m
(i foot) thick. To protect the x-ray film and film holder apparatus, the
object-to-film distance would have to be slightly greater than this.

The x-ray itnage quality is strongly affected by the object-to-film distance
(OTF'D), For small-scale sprays or for larger sprays near the nozzle OTFD
can be quite modest, less than a few centimeters. However, to observe the
droplet formation process of ultimate droplet size distribution of
industrial-scale spray, the OTFDwill be greater than 15 cm (6 inches).

7.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE SOURCE-TO-FILMDISTANCE

The physical properties of industrial sprays set bounds on the OTFD. The
other important dimension is the source-to-film distance, STFD.

The blur equation presented above depends on both the OTFDand the STFD.
For any given x-ray source size the blur can be reduced by decreasing the
OTFDor increasing tile STFD. Limitation on the minimum x-ray dose to ex-
pose the film and the abso,'ptivity of air sets an upper limit on the STFD.

Each x-ray source produces an initial dose of radiation. This initial dose
is usually specified at a location 20 cm in front of the source. The unit
of measure is typically milli-Roentgen (mR). For the H-P 150kV source the
dose at 20 cm is 4OMR. The dose required to produce an image on x-ray film
varies with specific film type and other considerations such as whether or
not enhancing scroens are employed. Direct Exposure Film (DEF) has been
used for the black liquor spray work. lt has been found to be the most
effective in this application [21]. The required dosage to expose DEF
film is approximately ImR.

X-ray dosage decreases with the square of the distance from the x-ray
source. This rapidly drops the dosage away from the source. As weil, air
absorbs x-rays, further reducing the dosage av_ilable to expose the film.

X-.rays interact with the electrons which surround individual atoms; so all
materials absorb or scatter x-rays. The attenuation of x-rays passing
through a material is expressed as:

D___ -/.la _ 1 (7-2)
Do =e
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where:
D = x-ray dose at distance 'Ifrolnthe source,mR
Do = Initlalx-ray dose, inr
pa = mass attenuation coefficient, cn12/g

_ = distance from source, cm= material density, g/cre3

The mass attenuation coefficient, pa, is only a constant for monoenergetic
x-rays. Ali x-ray sources put out a spectruln of x.rays. This is shown in
Figure 7,3. This spectrum is specifically for an H-P 300 kV source similar
to the unit used at IPST for black liquor spray imaging, X-rays with pho-
ton energies less than I0 keV are referred to as soft x..rays, Those above
i00 keV are hard x-rays. Most x-ray imaging of soft material is done with
the softer x-rays,

The variation of the mass attenuation coefficient with x-ray energy for
various materials is shown in Figure 7,4. Larger, heavier atolns absorb
x-rays more efficiently. Aluminum, copper, and tungsten are all better
absorbers than carbon. Oxygen and nitrogen will be better than carbon,
while hydrogen will be worse than beryllium. Sodium and sulfur will be
similar to aluminum,

Materials can both absorb and scatter x-ray radiation. Usually, only
absorption "Is important in forming an image on a film, This limits the
maximum;,hoton energy which can be effectively used in FXR. For carbon,
x-rays h,Lrder than 15 keV will not contribute to ilnage forlnation. For air,
water, a_d black liquor only x-rays softer than 20 keV will be important in
FXR opti_lization of image quality.

Oxygen and nitrogen in air both absorb x-rays more strongly than carbon.
X-ray dose will fall off with distance away from the source due both to the
r-squared loss and to absorption by the air. Shown in Figure 7.5 is a
plot of the dosage as a function of distance from the source (expressed as
STFD) for travel through a vacuum or through air. The absorption by air
was calculated from data on mass attenuation coefficient estimated froln
Figure 7.4 using the x-ray energy spectrum of Figure 7.5. In both the
vacuum and the air cases the dosage falls off very rapidly with STFD.
Dosage falls below tllat required to expose the film, about I in R in a
distance less than ,i00 cm (3 feet)

Based on the available data, the maximumSTFDis approximately I00 cm
(3feet). From tlle discussion above, the minimum OTFDfor' industrial-scale
sprays is approximately 15 cm (6 inches), while the x-ray source size Is
about 3 mm. Using Equation (7-I), the expected level of blur is then
approxiinately 0.5 mm.

7.5 X-RAY IMAGECONTRAST

The relatively large blur imposed by constraints on both OTFDand STFt]
complicates the task of imaging black liquor droplets which are typically
0.I mmto 5 mmin size. Adding to tile difficulty of image analysls Is tile
limited contrast that can l)e achieved with such small tirol)lets.
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Contrast is the difference in gray.scale intensity between the image of a
clroplet shadow and the background, The droplet absorbs some of tlle x.rays
striking it, thus lowering the dosage at the film, However, smaller
droplets absorb a lower fraction of ,the x-ray dosej thus narrowing the dif-
ference between the shadow and the background,

Air and black liquor have silnilar mass attenuation coefficients, Based on
Equation (7-2) this means that differences 'In absorption by these two
materials depends on differences in density and path length, Air and black
liquor densities are such that x-ray absorption by one meter of air la
typical Sl I:D) is silnilar to that for one millivneter of black ]iquor la

typical droplet size), This is shown graphically in Figure 7,6 where the
absorptivity of I in (3 feet) of air is compared to that for i m (3 feet) of
air plus I into (0.04 inches) of black liquor, Image contrast is due to the
difference in these two curves,

The geometry of Figure 7,1 can be used along with the absorptivity data to
predict the gray level variation of the shadows of black liquor droplets,
The variation in gray level for a droplet is shown schematically in Figure
7,1 for a STFDof 1,5 m (60 inches) and an OTFDof 0.15 m (6 inches).
These are very conservative values for each. The gray level of the
background without droplet absorption is taken as 1,0 while complete

absorption is 0,0, The absolute value of the gray scale of tile backgroundvaries due to geometric arrangement, attenuation due to distance from the

x-ray source, and absorption, by air, Figure 7 7dShOwsthe variation Inrelative gray level wit distance away from the roplet shadow centerline
for several black liquor droplet sizes. The contrast, or difference in
gray level, for tile 1.0, 2,0, and 5,0 mmdroplets is quite good. Images on
the x-ray film of these droplet sizes would be relatively easy to analyze.

The contrast for the O.5mmdroplet is borderline for good ilnage quality.
As weil, the effect or blur can be seen clearlY for this size droplet. The
width of the image of the 0,5 mmclroplet is more than 1.0 mmwide:.
Contrast for 0,2 mmdroplets is very poor and blur would make size analysis
very difficult.

The predictions of image quality in Figure 7.7 are based on data for
material absorption and x-ray source energy spectrum. They are only
approxilnate, but Figure 7.8 shows an actual FXR shadowgraph of a black
liquor sl)ray. The general features of droplet formation are shown quite
clearly in this shadowgraph. The fluid sheet has broken into ligaments
which are breaking into droplets. Closer examination, however, shows that
shadows smaller than 2.0 mmhave poor contrast with the l)ackground. Very
few shadows smaller than 1.0 mmcan be seen in this or any other sila-
dowgraph of an industrial scale black liquor sl)ray, This severely limits
the utility of the FXR technique for deterlnining droplet size distribution.

This limitation on the FXR technique Is not necessarily true of other
g_ometries. Shorter OTFDcan dramatically improve tile resolution of the x-
ray image. Using the same l)rediction tecilnique as before but with an OTFI)
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of 0,025 m (I inch), the rela'cive gray level of a 0,1 mmclay sphere can be
predicted, This is sh_Jwnin Figure 7.9, Reasonable contrast and a quite
narrow image are obtained with this slnall OTFD, As before, this predicted
result is confirlned by a FXR ianage of a small spray in Figure 7,10,
Significantly better resolution is apparent in Figure 7,10 than was the
case in Figure 7.8,

7.6 CONCLUSIONS

The limitations of the Flash X-ray Shadowgraph technique have been examined
as they i_pply to industrial scale black liquor spray analysis. Several
conclusions can be drawn:

i, FXR is a shadow technique which forms an image on an x.ray film due to
absorption by the object being investigated.

2, Resolution of the resulting linage is important for' image analysis.
Resolution is reduced by blur which depends on simple geometric rela-
tionship of the x-ray source, the object, and the film,

3. Industrial scale black liquor sprays are more than 15 cm (6 inches)
thick. This sets the lower limit for the obJect-to-filln distance,
OTFD, for the application of FXR,

4. Attenuation of the x-ray dose with distance from the source is due both
to absorption of x-rays by air and the usual inverse square-law for
optical power, This, along with the minimum dosage needed to expose
the x-ray film, limits the maximumsource-to-film distance, STFD, to
approximately lm (3.3 feet),

5. Combining the minilnum OTFI] and the in_ximum STFDresults in a blur of
approximately 0.5 mm (0.02 inclles), This significantly limits the
resolution of droplet sizes below I mm (0.04 inches).

6. The absorption of x-rays by black liquor is similar to that for air at
the same optical depth. This makes the absorption of ×-rays by I m
(3.3 feet) of air nearly the same as for I mm (0.04 inches) of black
1i quor.

7. Image contrast on the x-ray film is due to x-ray absorption by the
object. Black liquor is a relatively weak absorber so that tlle
contrast for droplets smaller than 0.5 into (0.0.2 inches) is poor.
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Figure 7.8. Flash x-ray shadowgraph for a black liquor spray.
Resolution below 0.5 mm is poor.
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Figure 7.10. Flash x-ray shadowgraph of a small spray showing good resolut on.
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8,0 High Speed Video

An ISG-250 high speed video camera manufactured by Xybion Corporation is capable
of collecting 60 images per second with an exposure time which can be set
anywhere from 25 nanoseconds to 20 microseconds per image, The images are
recorded with a super VHS video tape recorder to malntaln the resolution dell-
vered by the camera (768 x 493 plxels). Simultaneously, the signal from tile
camera can also be sent to a video monitor and the images viewed in real time.
The operation of the high speed video system is as simple as operating a conven-
tional video system with the additional flexibility of controlling exposure
time,

The motion blur in the short exposure time high speed video images is negli-
gible, The field of view of the camera is simply a function of the lens used
and the object-to-film distance, Thus, the full sheet area can easily be cap-
tured on a single image, Alternatively, with the proper selection of lens and
geometry, droplets as small as 0,i mm in diameter can be resolved,

lt is important to note that there is a trade off between field of view and
resolution, For example, if 0,I mm diameter drops are to be imaged and these
drops are to be recorded as a single pixel in the image, then the field of view
will be only 30 square centimeters. In fact, in most image analysis applica-
tions an object should occupy at least 9 pixels if statistically significant
measurements of their geometry are to be made, Thus, the maximum field of view
in this case would be only 3.3 square centimeters. If a full sheet is to be
imaged (a 0,2 meter sqLlare area) then objects smaller than 4.8 square millime-,
ters will not occupy the required 9 pi xels,

There is also a trade off between exposure time and available light, As the
exposure time decreases, the light incident on the camera must be increased to
obtain the same contrast, Black lighting (placing the light sources behind the
spray and projecting them through the spray toward the camera) has proven to be
tl_e most successful geometry thus far.

8.1 Velocity Measurements

As with tile flash x-ray technique, velocity measurements must be made from
multiple exposures of the spray. This process is much simpler with the Xybion
camera, ho_#ever. In its normal operating mode, an electronic signal is sent
internal to the camera causing it to shutter and collect an image once every
sixtieth of a second. To obtain multiple exposures, the signal can be routed to
a device external to the camera, which would then signal the camera to shutter
two or more times every sixtieth of a second. Since tile il_age is only cleared
every sixtieth of a second, a multiple exposure is obtained.

8.2 High Speed Video Imaging

The sprays produced by a B&W splash plate nozzle and a CE swirl cone nozzle were
imaged through a gun port of an operating recovery boiler. Because of the
limited optical access, tlle spray could be imaged no further than about 16
inches From tlle nozzles.
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The spray just off the tip of a splash plate nozzle results in a solid sheet

that extends some distance off the tip. Further downstream perforations in the
sheet appear, indicating the onset of break-up.

Examination of a close-up view of this perforated region reveals sma_l holes,
believed to be initiated either by the impaction of droplets or solid particles
onto the sheet, or by the presence of gas bubbles or solid particles in the
sheet itself, These small holes grow and intersect other growing holes to cause
the break-up of the sheet into a mass of interconnected strands.

At about 16 inches from the nozzle, the spray exhibits both interconnected and
free strands. These strands are expected to ultimately break up into individual
droplets further down stream as was seen in the flash x-ray images.

The spray just off the tip of a swirl cone nozzle shows perforations and tears
in the sheet a short distance from the nozzle, indicating that break-up of the
sheet is initiated closer to the nozzle than it is in splash plate sprays, For
the spray 8 inches from the nozzle, large clumps, strands, and some droplets are
visible. Further break-up of the strands into drops is evident when the spray
is 12 inches from the nozzle outlet.

8.3 Discussion

From the previous discussion it is obvious that both flash x-ray and high speed
video imaging can be used to study black liquor sprays from conventional
nozzles. In both techniques images of the spray can be recorded and analyzed to
determine droplet size distribution. However, high speed video imaging offers
some di stance advantages.

The rate of imaging sprays with the flash x-ray system is limited by the time
intensive process of developing the exposed sheets of film. In the study done
at IPST a maximum of forty images per day were cDllected, Even with automated
developing systems, rates of no greater than 100-150 images per day can be
expected. In contrast, the high speed video system collects sixty images per
second in its normal operating mode. In addition, the "Images obtained with tlle
high speed video are displayed in real time on a video monitor as they are
collected. Thus, adjustments to the geometry and lighting can be made to opti-
mize the image quality as the experiments are run. With the long developing
times required for flash x-ray imaging, improper geometry or other problems
resulting in poor image quality can not be detected until hours after the
experiments are completed.

Another advantage of high speed video imaging is tile comparative ease in
obtaining velocity data. The Xybion camera is equipped to collect the multiple

. exposures needed to determine the velocity of the droplet_. A second unit is
needed to obtain multiple images using the fla'sh x-ray technique. In addition,
tile contrast between droplets and background is already limited in single expo-
sure flash x-rays of sprays. The quality of multiple exposures may not be ade-
quate for the analysis of the images and the measurement of droplet size and
veloci ty di stributions.

' V',: .
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A final problem associated with the use of the Flash x-ray technique is the
complications resulting from the use of high energy x-rays. Because of the
health risk involved, all imaging is done in a specially constructed, lead-lined
room. Thus field studies are impossible and all 3pray geometries must conform
to the confines of the lead room. With the high speed video system, images can
be collected anywhere conventional video is possible. As discussed, images were
collected through the mun port of an operating recovery boiler. This would be
impossible with the fiasnx-ray, not only because of the health risk, but also
because of the inability to position in the boiler beyond the piece of film
spray.

8.4 Conclusion

Significant benefits in terms of increased boiler capacity and energy conser-
vation may be realized by controlling the droplet size and velocity distribu-
tions of black liquor sprays. High speed video imaging can be used tomeasure
these distributions and to study the fundamental mechanisms which affect these
distributions.

High speed video imaging offers clear advantages over flash x-ray radiography in
terms of ease of operation, speed of image collection, and flexibility of
experimental design. High speed video imaging can also be used to study the
spray processes in actual recovery boilers, thus providing a means to validate
the results obtained in a laboratory environment.
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9.0 NOZZLE STABILITY AND THE IMPACT OF HIGH SOLIDS

9.1 BLACK LIQUOR FLASHING INSIDE A NOZZLE _

The term "nozzle stability" refers to the ability of a nozzle to produce a
steady spray pattern over a range of operating conditions. Every recovery
boiler operator has had to deal with black liquor' roping when the liquor
was either' too cold or being fired at too low a pressure. Likewise, liquor
that is too hot will flash ahead of the nozzle and produce intermittent
spurts of flow. Neither of these conditions is safe nor efficient.
Experience with these two instabilities leads to operation in a fairly
narrow range of liquor temperature and operating pressure.

Observations of nozzle operation in this work under liquor conditions very
similar to normal mill operation have identified nozzle stability as a key
element of practical nozzle design. Little data is available for any
nozzle on stability, but the physical situation of flashing is relatively
easy to quantify.

Flashing of the liquor will occur whenever the black liquor is operated at
a temperature above its elevated boiling point (EBP). What is important is
the degree of flashing and its location. With mild superheat, the nozzle
operating pressure suppresses flashing until the liquor exits from the
minimum flow area. For the B&_Jsplashplate and CE U- or V-type nozzle,
this is at the nozzle exit. For the CE swirl cone, the minimum flow area
is inside the nozzle cap, so flashing will always occur within the nozzle.
When liquor operating temperature is higher than the boiling temperature at
the operating pressure, then flashing will occur inside all black liquor
nozzles and unstable flow will occur.

To avoid flashing ahead of the nozzle entirely, it is only necessary to use
operating temperatures below the elevated boiling point of the liquor.
With lower as_fired dry solids levels this was possible because tem-
peratures below the elevated boiling point yielded acceptable liquor visco-
sities. With dry solids above 75% this will be more difficult because
viscosity increases more quickly than boiling point when dry solids are
increased. This is shown in Figure 9.1 for a typica black liquor.
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The range of viscositiesknown to produceacceptableblack liquorsprays is
from about 30 to 300 cP (30 to 300 mPa-s). This range may be extendedas a
greaterunderstandingof black liquorsprays is developed(15,19).
However,the problemof high solids firingwith currentlimitson viscosity
is clear. Black liquorwith propertiessimilarto those shown in Figure
9.1 could not be fired at temperaturesbelow the EBP for dry solids_reater
than 72%. At 80% solids,more than 36°F (20°C)of superheatwould be
requiredto keep the liquorviscositybelow 300 cP (300mPa-s). This spe-
cific conclusionis only true for one black liquor,the one used in the
example. Other liquorswill show the same generaltrend,but with curves
shiftedalong the solidsaxis.

9.2 PERFORMANCEAT TYPICALCONDITIONS

A convenientway of characterizingliquorpropertiesis to use a viscosity
and elevatedboilingpoint specifiedat some "standard"condition. The
"standard"conditionarbitrarilychosen here is 66% solidsand 230°F
(110°C). These conditionsare fairlynear actualfiringconditionsin many
mills, but are low enoughSo it is still relativelyeasyto measurethe two
importantproperties. The liquor used above has an EBP at 66% solids of
237°F (114°C),and a viscosityat the "standard"conditions,66% solidsand
230°F, of 100 cP (100mPa-s). This is a fairlynormal liquor. A thin
liquorwould have a viscosityof 50 cP (50 mPa-s) at these conditions,
while a thick liquorwould have a viscosityof 250 cP (250mPa-s).

The range of EBP at 66% dry solids is fairly narrowfor kraft black
liquor,from about 232°F to 243°F (111 to 117°C) [1]. However,viscosity
at 66% solidsand 230°F can vary more widely from liquor-to-liquor,mill-
to-mill,and hour-to-hour. The range is at least from 10 to 250 cP (10 to
250mPa-s).

Shown in Figure 9.2 is the dry solids contentwhich yields a viscosityof
300 cP at the EBP plottedas a functionof the viscosityas measuredat
"standard"conditions. For the thickestliquors (viscosityof 250 cP at
66% and 230°F),the viscosityat the EBP is greaterthan 300 cP even at
currentfiring solidsbetween67% and 72%. Even for the fairly light
liquors(viscosityof 50 cP at 66% and 230°F) operationabovethe EBP will
be requiredat 80% solids to keep the viscositybelow 300cP.

Flashing ahead of the nozzlecan be suppressedby adjustingthe operating
pressureof black liquor nozzles. Close attentionto this fact, and a
knowledgeof the flow/_Pcharacteristicsof black liquornozzles,will
allow practicalselectionof nozzlesfor a particularboiler and liquorat
all solids levels, lt is the lower pressureswhich must be avoidedin
order to avoid flashingahead of the nozzles. Shown in Figure9.3 is a
plot of the minimumnozzlepressureto suppressflashingahead of the
nozzle as a functionof as-firedliquor dry solidsfor three liquors.
F_ashingis clearlynot a problemfor the light liquor (viscosity= 50 cP
at 66% solids and 230°F). For the typicalliquorwith 100 cP at the same
"standard"conditions,flashingis also not a problembelow 72%, but mini-
mum pressuresof at least25 psi (172kPa) would be requiredto suppress
flashingat 80% solids. This would requiredrasticchangesin the usual
operatingpressuresof CE swirl cone, V-type and U-typenozzles,but could
be accommodatedfairlyeasilywith a B&W splashplatenozzle,
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9.3 PERFORMANCEAT HIGH SOLI,DS

With the thickest liquor, flashing is always a problem. Pressures well
beyond the normal range for black liquor service would be required to
suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle.

Complications with flashing at high solids will manifest themselves in
diffeFent ways. First, the nozzle stability will be reduced at the low
pressure end of their operating range. This will complicate trials of
high solids firing and subsequent optimization of recovery boiler
operation. Second, increasing operating pressure leads to higher velo-
cities, which means smaller droplet size, all other factors being
equal. Current understanding of recovery boiler operation would indi
cate that this will increase carryover. Third, higher velocities, par-
ticularly much higher velocities for heavy liquors, mean significant
changes in liquor droplet trajectory. This element by itself could
easily confound the apparent benefit of high solids firing. Very care-
ful nozzle selection will be required for valid mill trials of high
solids firing or other liquor system modification.
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Appendix I (Ref,3)

BLACK LIQUOR SPRAY NOZZLES regimes: orderedand chaotic, The DOE has funded work at the
FOR KRAFT RECOVERY BOILERS University of Maine [2] on advancednozzle concepts whichfall in

the formercategory and offer the pcv _dal for ve_,, s_gniflcant
Terry N, Adams improvement in droplet size and ,_ze distribution control_
Instituteof Paper Science and Technology However, most common co_tal spraynozzles andatomizers
575 14lh St. NW fall in the latter category, u do ali currentblack Liquornozzles
Atlanta,OA 30318 used in recovery boilers in pulp and papermills, The U,S, DOE

has also fundedworkat the Instituteof PaperChemistry(now the
ABSTR ACT Institute of PaperScience andTechnology, Atlanta,OA) primarily

The performanceof spray nozzles for kraftbla_k liquorhas been focused on these nozzles [3], This paper deals with the
the subject of several recent investigations, Though research ts charactm'tsflcsof currentlyused black liquornozzles: splashplates, '
incomplete, some information is available about theperformance swirl cones, U-type and V-type nozzles,
of the three basic types of black liquor spray nozzles: the
splashplate, the swirl cone, and tl-e U- or V-type, Data are There is a basic patternto the breakupof fluid streams into sprays
presented on the flow and pressure drop characteristicsof two of of droplets, The fluid stream (usually circular) is flattened into a
these nozzle types which allows judgement of the sensitivity of sheet which expands afterleaving the nozzle into a flat, conit:al,or
the flow to normal mill variations in liquor properties, Data are elUpttoal sheet, Aerodynamic drag causes the fluid sheet to
also presented on several aspects of spray formation and droplet oscillate andperforate, forming fluid ligaments, These ligaments
size distribution. Nozzle stability is discussed with respect to subsequently break andcoalesce into droplets,This patterncan be
flashing ahead of the nozzle, lt is found that the minimum nozzle seen with the use of either a strobe light or a high speed video
operating pressure will have to be signiflcandy increased to camera in all types of black liquor nozzles, and most other nozzles
suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle when firing high solids, used in c_,anemial 'sprayapplications.
viscous liquors,

The purpose of this paper is to describe several aspects of black
INTRODUCTION liquor nozzle performance as they areknown today, The paper is

Black liquor is Introduced into recovery boiler furnaces through a broken into sections which: 1) present descriptions of the nozzles
set of nozzles. The purpose of these nozzles is to break the black currently used ft',, black liquor spraying in recovery boilers, 2)
liquor stream into a spray of properly sized droplets, typically present data on me flow and pressure drop charamerlstlcs of black
between the sizes of 0,5 mm and 5 mm, The specific geometric liquor nozzles, 3) describe the impact of fluid properties and
design of black liquor nozzles varies from one manufacturer to the operating parameters on the fluid sheet thickness and velocity, 4)
next, as does the target mean droplet size, Current nozzle designs present data on droplet stze distribution for one of the nozzles,
have been adequate for their purpose in the past, but present and finally, 5) examine the Impact of high solids black liquor on
demands on recovery boiler capacity require nozzle optimization, nozzle performance,
Both improving control of droplet size to avoid carryover and
pluggage, and accommodating of the trend toward higher ltquor DESCRIPTION OF BLACK LIQUOR NOZZLES
dry solids content is needed. For these reasons, the U,S, Two basic types of black liquor nozzles have been used in Nonh
Department of Energy (DOE) has funded several studies of black America for many years: the Babcock & Wilcox Co, (B&W,)
liquor physical properties [I1, droplet formation I2,31,and droplet splashplate nozzle and the Combustion Engineering Inc, (CE)
and bed combustioYt[4], swirl cone nozzle, In the last few years CE has Introduced the U-

type and V-type nozzles for black liquor service, Many variations
Black liquor viscosity, surface tension, and density are known to of these basic types are now available from the three Scandinavian
affect droplet size lrom spray nozzles [5-7], and have also been recovery boiler vendors _ Ahlstrom, Gotaverken, and Tampella,
found to affect droplet combustion directly [81,Viscosity has been
the most difficult to characterize, but is now reasonably Shown in Ftgure 1 ts a photograph of a B&W splashplate nozzle,
understood as a result of the DOE project led by Fricke [11,and Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of this nozzle, Black ltquor enters
subsequent DOE-funded work on viscometer development [9,10], the nozzle at a relatively low velocity, lt accelerates in the tapered
Thorough work on Scandinavian liquors by Soderhjelm [11-13] section and finally exits from the short straight section, The
and Wennberg 114,15] have added to our understanding of black stream of black liquor impinges on the flat splashplate fixed at an
liquor viscosity, Current data support the use of the simple low- angle to the fluid jet, The jet spreads out on the plate into a broad
shear Newtonian viscosity in characterizing black liquor for spray flat sheet which continues to expand in a fiat fan shape after
and droplet formation [7,10,16J, This viscosity can be readily leaving the splashplate rim, The events of sheet oscillation,
measured with ordinary viscometers, though data extrapolation breakdown into ligaments, and subsequent breakdown Into
techniques [10] or very careful data acquisition [11 is required for droplets are shown schematically in Figure 3,
evaluating black liquor viscosity at normal firing conditions,

Nozzles are designed to form sprays of droplets from fluid
streams, The mechanisms for stream break-up fall into two basic
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A photograph of a CE swirl cone nozzle is shown in Figure 4 and ,
a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5, Black Uquor again
enters the nozzle atrelatively low velocity and is acceleratedin the
tapered spiral grooves in the swirl plate, Black liquor exits the
swirl plate with a spiraling motion andis flattened into a sheet on
the surfaceof the cone leading to the exit odfi_, The liquor leaves
thenozzleinaswirlingexpandingconewhich,asitthins,breaks

up in a mannersimilar to thatdept_ed in Figure 3,

' , t_,. *' ".rs_e a 4.. ,*, .

Figure 1, Photograph of a B&W splashplate black liquor
nozzle,

latenozzle
,.]

Figure 4, Photograph of a CE swirl cone black liquor
nozzle,

CE swirl cone nozzle

Figure 2, Schematic diagram of a B&W splashplate _'*__---_*.--___
black liquor nozzle, Nozzle

[aquld sheet Swirlplate
__------ Waye formation .-_

, I "x \ D,or,e_,o,m,,tlon

Lip otnozzle _ 0I A photograph of the front view of a CE U-type and V,,type blackliquor nozzle is shown in Figure 6, A schematic for each is shown
Fragmentation and
hgamenttocrnalion JR Figure 7, F.achconsistsof acylindrical channeltoppedwith a

hemisphere which has been cut across the tlp with a U-shaped or

Figure 3, Droplet formation by liquid sheet disintegration V-shaped channel, Black liquorflows at relatively low velocity to
[177, a point just ahead of the nozzle exit opening and then Is

accelentted and dlschtu'ged in anelliptical flow pattern,
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spiral grooves, Each is semi-circular in flow cross-section, so the
flow area is equal to the area of a circle with the groove diameter,
For the largest CE swirl cone nozzle used in black liquor service,
a #6 CE nozzle, the groove diameter is 3/4 Inch (1,9 cre), The

_ nozzJeexitorl.ficcforthisnozzleisIinch_,_,5cre),

I TheexitorificeareafortheCE U-typeandV-typenozzlesisthe

minimumflowareaforeach,TheplanareaoflhcU-typeIsnearly

'I elliptical,whiletheV-typeissomewhatlessro,Theareaofeachcanbccalculatedwiththeequations:

Au=_bc (1)

'11 Du : _ (2)

'9C..
• Av : 0,9 _,bc (3)

Dv = 0,95 '4 b c (4)

Figure 6, Photograph of a CE U-t._pe and V.type black
, liquor nozzle, where:

Au = nozzleareafor U-typenozzle
Du = equivalentcb'culardiameterfor theU-type nozzle
Av = nozzleareafor the V-typenozzle
Dv = equivalentnozzlediameterfor theV-typenozzle

CE V-type nozzle b,c = major andminor axis dimensionsfor theU- andV-t);pe

[;.-------;--_-----t- . ......___ :_ _ nozzles

FLOW CitARACTERISTICS OF BLACK LIQUOR

NOZZLESJ_ _ .... Recovery boiler,.: usually operate with multiple black liquor
nozzles, A few small boilers operate with only one nozzle, but
most use from two to twelve nozzles depending on nozzle type

CE U-type nozzle andboiler size,Black liquor tsdeliveredto the individual nozzles

_'' _

[;..'-'-.'-';.-'--'--'--'--'1 l through flexible hoses from a ring header wlaich surrounds the
boiler, Operating pressure Is usually measured in the ring header
at one locattorl, Calculating the flow and pressure drop

,_ characteristics of the delivery piping system ts relatively
.... straightforward using st_,mdardengineering techniques, but lhc

[,,,_-..-.---.-.-..-..-.-_.a_ flow/AP chltracteristics of the nozzles are not as straightfo_/ard,
Knowledge of the flow/AP characteristics of the nozzles is

Figure 7, Schematic diagram of a CE U-type and a CE requiredfor properselectionof the sizeandnunaberof nozzlesfor
V.type black liquor nozzle, normal operation,andfor estimatingthe impactof changessuch

asfiring liquor at high dry solids,

The minimum flow areafor eachof theseblack liquor nozzlescan Work at the Institute of PaperChemistryon black liquor nozzles
b,ecalcula)ed from sin)pie geometry, The B&W splashF)lateexit [31 has resulted In flow coefficient correlations for two types of
orifice is circular and designated by lhc nozzle number measured black liquor nozzles: the B&W splashplate and the CE U- and V-
in thirty-seconds of an inch, A B&W 24-49 nozzle has an exit type, and to an estimate for tl`)eCE swirl cone [161, These are
orifice diameter of 24/32 inches (0,75 tnches or 1,9 cna), The based on data taken with both hot and cold black liquor, and com
second number indicates the angle of the splashplate relative to the syrup, Con') syrup has been used in tests of black liquor nozzles
nozzle exit flow, because its viscosity and density are similar to those for black

liquor, and ii is considerably easier to handle, Two) studies have
I:or CE swirl cone nc)zzles, the combined groove flow area is shown that corn syrup preforms in a manner similar lt)black
al,a'_ty:,smaller than the exit orifice area, The minimum flow area liquor in many flow situations 17,16], Table 1 shows the range c)f
for the CE swirl cone is equal to twice the area of one uf the two conditions cc)veredby the flt,w coefficient tests,
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TABLE 1. Fluid properties and operatlnll conditions TABLE 2,, Typical dimension and flows for black
for the [PC testa, liquor nozzles

..... Bla_ LiqUOr Com,,Syrup, B&W CB,wirlcone,

Spectflo gravity 1.35-1,39 1,38 _lashplate U- andV-type=J IIIII ]J .111 11 .... i, i iiii i ....

Nozzle diameter 1,9-3,2 cm 1-1,9 =m
Dry solids 66-69% 73% (0,75-1,25 in,) (0,4-.0,75 in,)

T_ 92-117°(2 25-940C Operatingpressure 124-_330k_Pa 82-125 kPa
(198-243°F) ('77-201='e3 (18-48 psi) (12-18 psi)

Pressure 21-502 kPa 41-.646 kPa Nozzle velocity 13,7-24 m/s 9-11 m/s
(3-,73 psi) (6-94 psi) (45-80 ft/s) (30-37 ft/s)

Flow 0..*-2,5 Us , 0,3-2,3 I/s Viscosity 50-250 mPa-s 30--150 mPa-s
(7,5-.408Pm) (5-36 gpm) (50-250 cP) (30-150cP)

Viscosity 34-140 mPa,,s 160-1238 mPa-s Re_olds number 1400.-21_000 810-9405(34-140cP) (160-1238cP) ........_'_- ' ' -- -

Datapoints , _7 , S8 ,, q

P'essuredropacrossanyflowelementcanbeexpressedinthe I0 ....
form: * B&W=pl'aihplate,blackliquor

• B&W=plalhplate,comtyrup
i 2

Al:'=Cf_pVn (5)

o"

where',
AP =pressuredropacrossthenozzle

Cf= flowcoefficient •

p =fluiddensity
Vn= nozzlecharacteristicvelocity rr

BlackUquornozzlesvaryinflowcrosssectionalarea.Thereisno OEU.t,/pe,
singlerio,',velocitythroughoutthenozzleastherewouldbeina OEV.tlfl:_,comlyrvp * • *

pipe, for exanlple, lt is necessary to use a characteristic velocity, I ........ , • . . ..... , .......
which is the velocity at the minimum flow area, I0 IO0 1000 10000

Reynolds Number
The flow coefficientisoftentakenasaconstantformany flow
elementssuch as elbows,expansions,and contractions.

However, the flow regime covered by black liquor nozzles Figure 8, Flow coefficient data and corm/at/on for two
stretchesfromlaminarflowthroughtransitionflow,to fully black liquor nozzles using two fluids--black liquor and
turbulentflow,The Reynoldsnumber,pVD/_,istheparameter com syrup,

usedto gaugetheflowregime, with Reynoldsnumberslower
than2000indicatinglaminarflow,Table2 showsthetypical

range of _:>peradonfor each blackliquor nozzle, The equations for the flow coefficients are:

Datatakenoftheflowcoefficientfortwotypesofblackliquor 373

nozz.lesareshowninFigure8alongwithcorrelationcurvesfor B&W splashplatc', Cf= I,17+R-_,_"2 (6)
each, Comparing these curves to the wacdcalmill flow conditions
listed in Table 2 ceveals that, except at the extreme lower end of 2780
operation, both the B&W splashplate and the CE U- and V-type CE U- and V-type: Cf = 1,16 + Rc"_,5 (7)
nozzles operate in the region of constant flow coefficients.

where:

Cf = flow coefficient

Re = Reynolds number, pVD/lt
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The B&W splashplateand CE U- and V-type nozzles will have a By _emselves, the data are very limited in their application,
nearly constant flow coefficient in th_ normalrangeof operation However, by using a simplified geometry, the equations of
and therefore will be,insensitive to normalfluctuations in black continuityandmomentumcanbe solved to yield,usefulcorrelating

liquor Viscosity, temperature, and percent dry solids, The CE equations for thisdata,Thecorrelatingequations havethe form:
swirl cone nozzle, despite its obvious geometrical differences,,

probably has a flow coefficient correlation similar to the B&W ._l ,. Ct _ + C2 (8)
splashplate [16], Tabl©2 shows thatthe_ swirl cone operatesin . p D Vn

a somewhat different regime than the B&W splashplate. The CE y
swirl cone nozzle will have a flow coefficient which varies _ = C3 + C4 (9)
constde'ably over its normal range of operation, and it will p D Vn
therefore be more sensitive to normal mill fluctuations,This will
make the swirl cone nozzle harderto use and harderto adapt to where:

new operatingconditions such as high solids firing, D = nozzleexit diamemr
V = sheet top surfacevelocity

FLUID SHEET THICKNESS Vn =nozzle velocity

The formationof droplets from a bl_k liquorstzeamrequiresthe Y - sheet thickness
priorformationof a fluid sheet for all types of liquornozzles, The P =density of the fluid
ultimate droplet size can be directly related to the initial sheet Ct,,,C4 =constants for each nozzle
thickness andvelocity [17], Formost commer_,iaJspraynozzles it
has been impossible to directly measure sheet thickness and These equations allow comparison of the sheet thickness data to
velocity, Due to their large physical size, black liquor nozzles datawhich show the impact of flow velocity on black liquordrop
provide a unique opportunity to measm'e these parameters, sizes [6], Shown in Figure 10 is a comparison of droplet sizedata
Determining the sheet thickness and velocity of black liquor and fluid sheet thickness based on the correlationof Equation (9)
nozzles has .lee been a partof the IPC project [3] and has been for a B&W 12-49 nozzle, The trendof the correlation is quite
reported in detail [7], Shown in Figure 9 are sheet thickness and good and it is offset downwardfromthe dropsize data,consistent
surfacevelocitydataforoneB&W splashplatenozzle,Dataon withthetheoryofdropletformation[17],
sheet thickness and velocity were takenwith both black liquorand
cornsyrupoverarangeofconditionswhichspansthenormal

rangeofmilloperatingviscosity,temperatureandpercentdry

solids, E 3 ...........
E

.._ o .,.,9.... ,ts,,s""* s,,*'__, ...... '.... Mediandropletsize

6 2,5 _. 2 o-_''"_"_'2:_. A

- -,, 2o E fi

"_> 4 ....a,.....i_,._ 1,5 _vi' .'_'_ 1 , ' .... "'"-

8
t"O ',

1,0 .._ ElO Spraycenterllneu3 ca. _prayedge
" 2 '_ P b Spraymiddle
t_ ..... Sheettopsud_ velocity i_ _ 0 .... ' .... - _ '---'-----

,--,.--Sheetthickness 0,5 0 12 14 16 18 20
ElN• 175mPa.m

= Nozzle Velocity, m/so N• 325mPs.s

- • ..... - , - , - 1 v,, , . , . -

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 Figure 10. Comparison of droplet mea/ao size dater iF]
Angle from Plate Centerllne and calculated sheet thickness as a function of nozzle

velocity for a B&W 12.49 nozzle firing liquor at a viscosity

Figure 9, Sheet top surface velocity and sheet thickness of 150 mPa-s,
data for a B&W 15-52 nozzle using corn syrup as a
working fluid at a nozzle flow of O,79 Es (12,5 gpm), The
nozzle diameter is 11,9 mm and the nozzle velocity Is 7,1 Of more interestistheanticipatedeffectsof highsolidsF_ngon

droplct size from black liquor sprays, One impactof higher solids
n'Vs, is increased viscosity, Typically, black liquor viscosity at firing
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conditions is in the range of about 30 tO300 cP (30 to 300 mpa- 100
s). Liquor tcrnperatur¢canb¢ used to control viscosity undermost

circumstances, but for f'wing solids near 80% the viscosity is 80 _ oftt_ data
likely to be between 250 to 300 cP (25_3_ 300 mPa-s) [18, 19].

Shown in Figure 11 is a plotof fluidsheet thicknessas a function ,_.a
of viscosity b,,-sedon Equation (9). Fluid she.ct thickness, and _ 60'

/therefore ultimate liquor dropletsi_, does _ with viscosity.

However, this incr_se is less than a factor of two and a half for _ 40'
an increase 'in viscosity of a factorof ten. This change in nozzle

performanceat highsolids for the B&W splashplatenozzle would = _?_:.
be mild enough to allow routine mill optimization of =xisting 0 20
nozzles without resorting to entirely new liquor nozzles when
+changingto high solids firing.

0 + _- ........ •

.1 1 10

' Dropletdiameter,mm
3

_. s&w12.4o,o,,,leat1sm/a Figure 12. Comparison of droplet size distribution data
E for three conditions for a B&W 12-49 splashplate nozzleuf

[61.
2.u

co 100_
_o I
Q;

80
I:L o_ Fit of the data

0 ..... ,0 2bo 4o0 600 800 1000 = 60
._

Viscosity,mPa-s -_ 40

I:: =-),,Datapoints
Figure 11.Calculatedsheetthicknessas a functionof ,_ ,"forthree
fluid viscosity for a B&W 12-49 nozzle cperating at 15 rTVs 20 conditions

(17 gpm).
........ , .......

.1 1 10
BLACK LIQUOR DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTION
The purposeof black liquor nozzlesis to breaka streamof liquor Droplet diameter, mm
into a spray of droplets. The size of these droplets is important for
theefficient, stable,andsafeoperationof recoveryboilers.Some Figure 13. Comparison of droplet size distribution data
data are available on the droplet size and size distribution from for three conditions for a CE swirl cone nozzle [6].
black liquor nozzles [5, 6], but considerably more data is needed
to provide practical guidance in control and optimization of
nozzles in normal pulp and paper mill operation [3]. A total of forty-five data points on three nozzles are currently

available. This is definitely not enough to predict the performance

Black liquor nozzles, like all nozzles which depend on chaotic of black liquor nozzles in mill operation, or reliably establish the
breakup, produce not a single size but a range of droplet sizes, impact of black liquor variables on mean droplet size. However, a
Data on the droplet size distribution from a B&W splashplate few genea"alconclur,ions can be drawn from the available data.
nozzle and a CE swirl cone nozzle arc presented in Figures 12and First, the mean droplet size dots vary with operating conditions.
13 [6]. The data for the CE nozzle is slightly truncated because the The data in Figure 10 show the effect of nozzle velocity on mass
measurement technique used had a lower cutoff limit of 0.5 mm. median droplet size. Droplet size is only a fairly weak function of
'The CE data was taken for hot black liquor at normal mill firing liquor velocity or flow rate. Based on available data it also appears
conditions. The B&W splashplate data was taken with slightly that droplet size is a fairly weak function of ali fluid and operating
diluted black liquor (approximately 53% solids) at room pararneters, This is consistent with droplet formation theory [17].
temperature. This is initially inconsistent with field observations where small
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ehangesin liquor temperature,for example, have a pronounced 100 ' _ ,
effect on recovery boiler performance. However, this apparent • wmr /.- I• Gb/osr_w,dor
inconsistency probably only indicates that there are features of 80 • es%so,_ b,_ _uor '_
nozzle performance other than droplet size which impact boiler _ ._
performance, such as droplet trajectoryand subsequent droplet a

combustion. " 60 #

.i "The second importantconclusion from theavailable black liquor _ 40 e.
spray data is that the size disU'ibuti0nis almost the same for ali _ 3'

nozzles. Just as indicatedin Figure 12,conditions which produce _ _,t"
larger meandroplets alsOproducebroader_ distributions.This 20 ,_
is most neatly demonstrated with data from the work of • a"

Bennington [5] on black liquor sprays. Shown in Figure 14 is a 0 : " : -"- - "* "_"
plo_ of droplet size distribution for one very small swirl cone ......... '
nozzle for three fluids: water, glycerol, and black liquor, The 0.1 1 3
threedistributionsareclearlydifferentwithblackliquorbeing,by Diameter/MedianDiameter
far, the largest and broadest. However, when these data are

nom'udizedbydividingtheactualdropletsizeby themassmedian Figure 15. Droplet size distribution data normalized bydropletsize, the three curves collapse into one as shown in Figure
15. dividing the actual diameter by the median diameter [ l 7].

dropletsformedin aspray.After thisinformationis availablein a

1 mPa-s. I cp practical form, then control of droplet size distribution by
advanced techniques such as vibratory assist [2] should be

100 T ••" _**"++ _ _ pursued.
/ A • _ 1:3

80 i " ' c_ NOZZLE STABILITY AND THE IMPACT OF HIGH
t • • u SOLIDS

60 _ . / produce a steady spray pattern over a range of operating
, The term "nozzle stability" refers to the ability of a nozzle to

l] • _1::1 Waterat 1800 • conditions.Every recoveryboiler operatorhashad to deal with• , i_01mPa.s
40 1 _ black liquor roping when the liquor was either too cold or being

.I " OI::1 65%Glyeerot/water* fired at too low a pressure. Likewise, liquor that is too hot will
1• ' D 1_=15mP_-s

20 "4 " a flashaheadof thenozzleandproduceintermittentspurtsof flow.
/ • _ 55% solidsblack liquorI:1 Neither of thesec¢;_ditionsis safenorefficient.Experiencewith
I • • _ at 1200C, t.t-15 mPa.s these tWOinstabilities leads to operation in a fairly narrow range

0 _''* _ , , , of liquor temperature and operating pressure.
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Droplet Diameter, mm Observations of nozzle operation at the Institute of Paper
Chemistry [3] under liquor conditions very similar to normal mill
operation have identified nozzle stability as a key element of

Figure 14. Droplet size distribution data for a small practicalnozzledesign.Little datais availablefor any nozzleon
grooved-core nozzle [5]. stability, but the physical situation of flashing is relatively easy to

quantify.

The curve shown in Figure 15 proves to be nearly universal for Flashing of the liquor will occur whenever the black liquor is
pressure atomized spray nozzles including black liquor nozzles, operated at a temperature above its elevated boiling point (EBP).
There appears to be very little impact of nozzle geometry., fluid What is important is the degree of flashing and its location. With
properties, or operating conditions. This is still under intense mild superheat, the nozzle operating pressure suppresses flashing
investigation because of the dramatic impact of the tail of this until the liquor exits from the minimum flow area. For the B&W
curve on carryover [3]. splashplate and CE U- or V-type nozzle, this is at the nozzle exit.

For the CE swirl cone, the minimum flow area is inside the nozzle

Practical interpretation of this inforrmtion suggests that any two cap, so flashing will always occur within the nozzle. When liquor
nozzles aJidoperating conditions which produce the same mean operating temperattae is higher than the boiling temperature at the
size also produce the same size distribution. Major emphasis operating pressure, then flashing will occur inside ali black liquor
should first be on understanding the impact of nozzle geometry, nozzles and unstable flow will occur.
fluid properties, and operating conditions on the mean size of
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To avoidflashing aheadOfthe nozzle entirely it is only necessary V_,.os_ mt_%and1100. lO0mpa4
to use operating temperaturesbelow theelevated boiling point of 2000 ,
the liquor. With lower as-fired dry solids levels thAswas possible EBP
because temperatures below the elevated bolting poim yielded -_'o_
acceptable liquorviscosities. With dry solids above 75% this will 1500 /

be more difficult because viscosity increases more'quickly than _ ,, /I
boiling point when dry solids are increased. This is shown in _ / EBP
Figure 16 for a 'typical black liquor, The viscosity curve is .._ 1000 / /
dramatically moresensitive to dry solids content than the elevated 8 / / EBP

boiling point. _ so / .aO0,,/ / ....
500 ,, / ,..

a,# J / .....e'
O _'ep / _.,see st'e'

_ / _.ees'-
mmmgs___...,eeoas msms°'-

120"C..248"I= I mP=,.=,, I cP 2000 '0 _ ..............130 ., _ . _ . _ . .....
, 60 65 70 75 80i
#

_ LiquorDry Solids,%120 Figure 17. Viscosity at the elevated boiling point and at

1000 function of liquor dry solids for one liquor which has a
o viscosity of 100 mPa.s at 66% and 110°C. '

11o /,e_

> / 500OJ U)

[] ,,,' _ A convenient way of characterizing liquor properties is to use a
,a #

V'_scOs_W....." viscosity and elevated boiling point specified at some "standard"
100 "-''- ....., , 0 condition.The "standard"conditionarbitrarilychosenhereis66%

60 65 70 ;_5 80 solidsand230°F(110°C),Theseconditionsarefairly nearactual
fhing conditionsin manymills, but arclow enoughsoit is still

LiquorDry Solids, % relativelyeasytomeasuretlmtwoimportantproperties.The liquor
usedabovehasan EBP at 66% solidsof 237°F (114°C), anda

- Figure 16. Viscosity and elevated boiling point (EBF _s viscosityatthe "standard"conditions,66% solidsand 230°F,of
a function of liquor dry solids content for one liquor H:',.,ch 100cP(100 mPa-s).This is a fairly normalliquor.A thin liquor
has a viscosity of 100 mPa-s at 66% and 110°C. wouldhavea viscosityof 50 cP (50 mPa-s)at theseconditions,

whiic a thick liquorwouldhaveaviscosityof 250cP(250mPa-
s).

This same data can be cast in a slightly different form which

clarifies ,he impact of high solids firing on flashing. In Figure 17 The range of EBP at 66% dry solids is fairly narrow for kraft
the liquor viscosity at the elevated boiling point and at black liquor, from about 232°F to 243°F (lll to l l7°C) [17].
temperatures above and below the elevated boiling point by fixed However, viscosity at 66% solids and 230°F can vary more
amounts is plotted as a function of solids. Remember that the EBP widely from liquor-to-liquor, mill-to-mill, and hour-to-hour, The
is not a constant, but also increases with solids. The curve of range is at least from 10 to 2.50cP (I0 to 250 mpa-s).
viscosity at the EBP corresponds to a viscosity at both an

increasing solids and increasing temperature. Shown in Figure 18 is the dry solids contentwhich yields a
viscosity of 300 cP at the EBP plotted as a function of the

The range of viscosities known to produce acceptable black liquor viscosity as measured at "standard" conditions. For the thickest

sprays is from about 30 to 300 cP (30 to 300 mPa-s). This range liquors (viscosity of 250 cP at 66%and 230°F0, the viscosity at
may be extended as a greater understanding of black liquor sprays the EBP is greater than 300 cP even at current firing solids
is developed [2,3]. However, the problem of high solids ftring between 67%and 72%. Even for the fairly light liquors (viscosity
with current limits on viscosity is clear. Black liquor with of 50 cP at 66% and 230°F) operation above the EBP will be
properties similar to those shown in Figure 16 could not be fired required at 80%solids to keep the viscosity below 300 cP.
at temperatures below the EBP for dry solids greaterthan 72%.At

80% solids, more than 36°F (20°C) of superheat would be Flashing ahead of die nozzle can be suppressed by adjusting the
required to keep the liquor viscosity below 300 cP (300 mPa-s), operating pressureof black liquor nozzles. Close attention to this
This specific conclusion is only true for one black liquor, the one fact, and a knowledge of the flow/Al:' characteristics of black
used in the example. Other liquors will show the same general liquor nozzles, will allow practical selection of nozzles for a
trend, but with curves shifted along the solids axis. particular boiler and liquor at ali solids levels. It is the lower
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Figure 18. Maximum liquor dry solids content which has Figure 19, Minimum nozzle pressure drop required to
a viscosity less than ,300 mPa-s at the elevated bolting suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle for three liquors.
point (EBP) as a function of the viscosity at 66% solids Viscosities at 66% solids and 110°C are: thick liquor ,,
and 110°C. 250 mPa-s, medium = 100 mPa-s, thln liquor = 50 mPa.s,

pressures which must be avoided in orderto avoid flashingahead
of the nozzles. Shown in Figure 19 is a plot of the minimum CONCLUSIONS
nozzle pressure to suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle as a The performance of black liquor spray nozzles has been the
function of as-f'u'edliquor dry solids for three liquors. Flashing is subject of several investigations. Projects are on-going, and a
clearly not a problem for the light liquor (viscosity = 50 cP at 66% fuller understanding will emerge with time, but several key
solids and 230°F), For the typical liquor with 100 cP at the same features of black liquor nozzles have been revealed.
"standard" conditions, flashing is also not a problem below 72%,
but minimum pressures of at least 25 psi (172 kPa) would be 1, The geometry of current black liquor nozzles, such as the
required to suppress flashing at 80% solids. This would require B&W splashplate and CE swirl cone, U- and V-type nozzles,
-lrasticchanges in the usual operating pressures of CE swirl cone, are relativel_ simple,
V-type and U-type nozzles, but could be accommodated fairly 2, The flow and pressure drop characteristics for two of these
easily with a B&W splashplate nozzle, nozzlesJthe splashplate and the U-and V-type--have been

measured. The flow coefficient correlations for these nozzles

With the thickest liquor, flashing is always a problem. Pressures are consistent with the specific geometry of each, This allows
well beyond the normal range for black liquor service would be reasonable speculation about the flow characteristics of the
required to suppress flashing ahead of the nozzle, other nozzle, the swirl cone,

3, Within their typical range of operation, neither the splashplate

Complications with flashing at high solids will manifest nor the U- or V-type nozzles are very sensitive to normal
themselves in different ways. First, the nozzle stability will be fluctuations in liquor property variations, This is apparently
reduced at the low pressure end of their operating range, This will not the case for the swirl cone nozzle, and additional
complicate trials of high solids fL,-ingand subsequent optimization investigation of this type nozzle is needed.
of recovery boiler operation. Second, increasing operating 4, Fluid sheet thickness is a key element in determining the
pressure leads to higher velocities. From Figure 10 above this ultimate droplet size of a spray, Sheet thickness has been
means smaller droplet size, all other factors being equal. Current measured for one black liquor nozzle, the splashplate.
understanding of recovery boiler operation wDuldindicate that this Correlations of sheet thickness are consistent with other data
will increase carryover, Third, higher velocities, particularly much for this nozzle and allow assessment of the sensitivity of
higher velocities for heavy liquors, mean significant changes in droplet size to changes in fluid properties arid operating
liquor droplet trajectory. This element by itself could easily conditions, Increased liquor viscosity will be one impact of
confound the apparent benefit of high solids luring. Very careful f'tring at higher liquor dry solids, Available data indicate that
nozzle selection will be required for valid mill trials of high solids sheet thickness (and likely droplet size) will increase by less
f'u-ingor other liquor system modification, than a factor of two and a half for a ten-fold increase in

viscosity,
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5, A modest amount of data is available on droplet size 8, Clay, D,T., Lien, S,J,, Grace, T,M,, Macek, A., Amin, N,,
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6, Nozzle stability is an important aspect of nozzle performance, controllerfor kraftrecovery botler_ US DOE ContractNo,
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Appendix2 IMAGINGEQUIPMENTSPECIFICATIONS

FAST VIDEO DATA ACQUISITIONCAMERA

All of the LSI's, discrete components,and other circuitryfor XybionISG
cameras are containedon printedcircuitboards housed in the body of the
camera. One separateHigh VoltagePower Supply (HVPS)potted circuitboard
is housed on top of the camera.

V,

The followinglist outlinesthe featureswhich make the ISG unique products.

* Small size

* Light weight

* Rugged construction- extruded aluminumhousing

* Single power source: 11-15 VDC at approximately10 watts, or 117 AC
50/60 Hz with power supply module

* Frame scan or field scan (factoryselect)

* StandardRS-170 output format

* Availablewith Crystal, Sync Lock or H & V Lock Control

* Automaticintensifiergating

* Direct controlof intensifiergating

* Intensifier gain readout

* Automatic i_ is control

* Automatic/Manual intensifier gain limit

* Extrefnely good anti-blooming performance

* Pattern noise cancellation

* Clock noise filtering

* Image inhibit feature For Very Low Light Level and "Snapshot"
Applications (ISG-240 only).

* True Horizontal Aperture Correction (Enhanced Image Sharpness).

* Automatic Black Level Circuit

* Adjustable Mechanical Back Focus

* RandomEvent, External Triggerable Gated Image Capture
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* User adjustable'Imagecapturegate range from 20ms to less than 25ns

* User ddjustable delay from trigger to start of image capture, from I s to
90 s.

* i/4x20MountingHoles on Top and Bottom
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Figure 8.2. Tracor Northern image Analyzer

Section 1 - System Description
: , i 1

Thissectioncontainsbdefde_dpUonsofthephysical
componentsandsoftwareusedintheTN.8500system.

System Configurations

TheTN-8500rnaybepurchasedinanyofthreeconfigu- A, I_ p
rations: I |

/

a) EDS configuration(includesItemsC, D, andF i |
shownat dght). ' I

b) Imagingconfiguration(includesitemsB,C, D,E, I
andF shownat dght). I L I'[i

c) CombinedEDS and imagingconfiguration(in- I '_ JJl
eludesitemsB,C, D, E, andF shownatdg_

Components __-'_

. C=omo= lll
C - Imagemonitor III

D - Mouse _

E - Operator'sConsole __ E ='

F - Mainframe (Systemshownwithlargotable,Asmall.rtableisalsoavailable.)

Mainframe
D , ....

trordcsandthemassstoragedevices(diskddves).
• _,,., _

A - Mainpowerswitch.

i
_._ l!C - SuperScanGeneratorcontrois;optionalwtthelec- -- .....

Ironmicroscopeinterfaceonly. .....
E

D - Diskddves.

E - Strearrdngtapebackupsystem.

(conti_ed)
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Figure 8,3, Proposed experimental apparatus,
G
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